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Nation's Youths
Not All Bad
(By United Press
International)
The nation's youth have!!
g encountered severe criticisms lately, but this hasn't >:
discouraged many from
channelling their energies
• into areas that concern
them.
Take Jack Rowe, for instance. He's going to gra—.
duate with honors from the
University of Texas at ArHe's
Saturday.
:.„ lington
maintained a straight "A" ,
average in four years. He
* goes to school every day in §
an iron lung. He was stricken with polio at age 5.
concerns
Environment
Construction at the new shopping cuter, located at the corner of North 12th Street Extended (641 N.) and Arcadia Courts, Is progressing rapidly. Exall. Youngsters are no exterier finishing is well under way on the building at the exterme left in the photo and walls and beams for the roof are going up on the complex of build.
ception:
(Sts" Photo by Gene McCutcheon)
loot at the right.
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Jerry Conley Named
New Coach, Calloway
County High School

The Calloway County Board
of Education has announced the
employment of Jerry Conley
former Morehead Universit)
star, as basketball coach of Cailoway County High for the 197071 school year. Conley is a 211year old native of Letcher County, where he received allstate
honors at Jenkins High School
in football and basketball.
He graduated from Morehead
State University in 1960 with
a Bachelor of Arts Degree. At
BECKLEY, W. Va. —
Morehead, he was • member
5%:. Matthew Brown, 11, musk
of the varsity basketball team
4 satisfied the clean-up effor three Years, and served as
forts in Beckley. So, he
captain during the 1968 and
started his own campaign.
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graphed- 50 copies. Matt- i*
ber of the Citrus Classic Allcollision Wednesday at 1:02 p.
30, in observance of Memorial
hew mailed them to his •
Tournament Team of Texas.
m. at the nitereection of North
By WALTER WHITEHEAD Day.
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require. She is the granddaughter of the Eison Constructi
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passing
Those
year.
The 18-year-old coed's attorMrs. Aggie Lee Paschall and pany for breach of contract for
in the South Pleasant Grove ing to Horace Milam, manager to come and sing. If singers can months of the
Maurice ment of Queen Regent were Porter White, both of Murray installation of water district fac- ney said the case would be apCemetery with the arrangements of the country club located at come, please contact the Pastor, Commerce Secretary
Mathis
Patsy
Herndon,
Nancy
Stans said there was "no justifiBoth of her patents, Frank ilities is being heard. This was pealed.
by the Miller Funeral Home of Puryear.
Kathy Rogers
Bro. Bill Bond at Hardin 437
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stock .market prices." He said Karen
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School.
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1873 in Calloway County and weekend but that paint being
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The plaintiff claimed that she
charge of arson will be heard
Survivors are two nieces, Mrs. filled.
South Central Bell, announced
Sams.
Rebecca
The trial is scheduled to open sought to appeal her case but
Corinne Warner of Murray and
All other facilities of the today that their business office,
Nell Roach and Venela Sex- Princesses were Michele RichOne wheel
tire were at nine a.m. Friday.
was told by the university omMrs. Catherine Johnson of Pa- country club are ready for use 604 Olive Street sill be closed ton tied for medalist at the re- ardson, Kameil Simmons, and
reported stolen from a trailer
Circuit Court Judge James budsman that this was a *pre*
klucah; two step daughters, Mrs. except the golf course and 'C- Friday, May 24. Since Memor- gular ladies day golf held at Sue Windrum; ladies-in-waiting at the lot of
Bonanza Mobile M. Lassiter gave Johnnie Ellis, idential dismissal and not subfalls on Saturday, tele- She Calloway County Country were Patricia Hamilton, Lisa
Jessie Outland and Mrs. Ruby lam said that the course should ial
Homes on U. S. Highway 641 Eddie Ellis, and Stanley Dick, ject to appeal."
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This would include dismissfor thundershowers, partly clouLinn Michael Stranak, son of
were two for public drunkenIn addition to the golf course
Miss Belinda Ball.
dy today with &renderable clou- and swimming pool the club
ness, one for driving while in- Mr. and Mrs. Mike Stranak of als in which such basic rights
diness tonight and Friday. offers a double tennis court,
toxicated, one for improper re- 006 South 7th Street, Murray, as assembly and speech were
Eighs today low and mid 80s. shuffleboard courts, a pond
gistration, and one for shop lift- will be among the 162 Union) "entwined in the expulsion. "
Lows tonight low and mid 605. stocked with catfish, bream and
University, Jackson, Tam., gra- Gordon said his decision would
ing.
Eighs Friday low and mid 80s. bass for the youngsters and picduates to receive degrees at be entered as a written judgO.
coonnencement Saturday, June ment "in a day or two."
nic
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He has Plarel college base- at the Murray-Calloway County
club house.
ball four years, intramural) Library.
KENTUCKY LAKE STAGES
The following are the pairThe Calloway County s-onsei. four years; has been named to
Kentucky Lake elevations as ration Club will hold a trap
ings of members who have sign4.: the Dean's List every semester;
A short program will be premeasured by Tennessee Valley shoot on Sunday, May 31, with
ed up, any players who failed
and was selected to appear in sented and refreshments will
to sign and wish to play will be
Authority at 7 am. this morn- the starting time at 12 noon.
Who's Who 1st American Col- be served.
ing with, predictions to midPaired at the starting tee Satin'
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night tonight.
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A mathematics and physical
')-*
Scott Fitzhugh 3.W.1, steady to. be there as the club has
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All retired teachers, whether
education major, Stranak will
SACRAMENTO, Calif. — U.S. Air Form Captain Don.
Eggners Ferry 359.1, fall 0.1 1000 birds to release on that
Jimes Payne, Lochie Hart,
entet the •University of Ness- or not they site presently memaid T. Duke (right). v..n of Mr. and Mrs. I,. O. Duke, *auto
Hunt Smock and Mary Frances
Kentucky /1W 359.2, fall 0.1
,t11A tacky, Lexington, in the fall bers of the association, are cor7, Murray. is decorated with the Air Medal at McClellan
Kentucky TW 305.0, fall 0.9
Ben.
All members and the public
where he has received a teach- dially invited to attend, accordBelle
war**
Mary
.
Sacramento
7:511;
Shackleford
bv
today,
Major General William W. Vaal,
AFB Calif
Sunset
J. H.
are invited to come out to en.
R,21. Parsoaa-presi-, ,
lag assistantship lithe Amami -4n
Air tliaterisil Area commander
FridaY. 5:441
joy an evening, of fun, accordLinn Stranak
of $3,000.
dent.
(Continued on Page Seven)
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Mrs. Ina M. Hale
Dies At Age 91
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Ontario.
ALMANAC
In 1940 the evacuation of
By United Press International British, French and Belgian
troops from Dunkerque on the
Today is Thursday, May 28th, coast of France, started. When
was completed, 337,000
the 148th day of 1970 with 217 to it
reached Britain safely, more
follow.
The moon is between its last than 13,000 were killed.
1955 director Albert
In
quarter and new phase.
United
of the
The
morning
stars
are Whitehouse
Steelworkers of America preMercury and Saturn.
the
of
automation
The evening stars are Venus, dicted
nation's factories would lead to
Mars and Jupiter.
a two-hour day. He didn't say
On this day in history:
In 1798 President John Adams when it would happen.
———
was empowered by Congress to
A thought for the day—
recruit an army of 10,000
Spanish writer Miguel Cervolunteers.
In 1934 the Dionne quintuplets vantes said: "My honor is
were born near Lallender, dearer to me than my life,"
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NOW,

•C

Ten Years Ago Today

RICHARD BURTON
GENEVIEVE BUJOLD

LEDGER A TIMES FILE

•• HENRY VIII

a• ANNE BOLEYN

Deaths reported are Mrs. Edna Osborn, age 56, and Mrs.
Dellie Lyons Parker, age 70.
DOnna Ruth Grogan, Murray, has been named the recipient
of an alumni scholarship at Murray State College. .
Jack Frost left today for Nashville, Tenn., where he will visit
his son, Jack Frost, Jr. and will attend his graduation from
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.
Dr. James Hart of Murray has been nominated for the post of
Fish and Wildlife Commissioner for the First Wildlife Region.

•

Alpegftke0ouscutS

KAINTUCK TERRITORY
1970 OFFICIAL OPENING

w

Mental illness is beginning to
be the subject of better and
wider coverage In health insurance benefits' programs. Labor unions and industries are
developing programs, for example, and mental health services
are springing into action to
help not onlz individuals but
also whole families.
The following case history of
Mrs. R. and her family illustrates the point
Mn. R., si slight woman in
was having..
on the factory assembly line. For several hours,
her co-workers tried to make
up for her. She seemed to have
trouble moving Iser arm, and
her face winced in pain'.
At the lunch signal, Mrs. R.
went to the shop steward and
told him she was leaving for
the day. He began walking
with her to the locker room
arid asked if he could help
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MEMORIAL DAY WEEK-END • MAY 30 31st
Western Town Open 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Gen. Adm. $1.50 - Child $1.00 - Under 5 Free
Bonus Plan $3.00 Child $200 Under 6 Free

• eThouahtfor Today

Cage Histoe7

.0

THINGS ARE
HAPPENING AT
KA I NTUC K
TERRITORY

FAMILY
FUN FOR t
EVERYONE

Deaths reported are Mrs. Dollie Hurt, age 78, H. A. "Hub"
Merrell, age 74, and Robert F. Hall, age 89.
L. C. Hendon of Murray was named as trustee of the Kentucky
Federation of Postal Clerks at the meeting at Lexington. Mrs.
Hoodoo was named as an officer in the auxiliary
Murray Training School will offer an elementary and high
school summer school beginning June 5, according to John Robinson, school director.
The Murray State Alumni Association held its annual banquet
last night. Federal Judge Roy M. Shelbourne was the principal
speaker.

Stanley F. Voiles, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health

API a10

Features at 1:30 and 8:00 — Adm. 2.40£ 1.011
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MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
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20 Years Ago Today

Beloved, if God so loved us, we ought to love one another.. —1
John 4:11.
Why can't we exercise this love toward our brothers and live
In peace? How beautiful life could be.

)C

IN THE HAL WALLIS PRODUCTION

BARKLEY LODGE in Kentucky's Lake Barkley State
Resort Park Is • triumph of functional beauty. Shown here
is on
.ski, of te•,,i0p44 inking toward. thet reekninine. PPP'

arid the waterfront. Somie of the large wooden beams used
In the construction of the Lodge are over 58 feet long.
(Staff photq by Gene RcCutchegn),

Any Way It's Described, Lake
Barkley Is State's Best Park

in any of the lodge's public roo- been given the nod and I think
In the lexicon of today's adver- guest units have, a private balms at a glance. And if someone It has turned out more than wortising world, many words have cony looking out over Lake Barksince she appeared so distressed.
in
the game room, for exam- th it. Every Kentuckian who sees
lost their values. We are accus- ley.
complains that the room this wonderful creation will feel
ple,
The entire complex of landscIn the locker room, she tomed to having things over statwarm or too cool, the a glow of pride. And, frankly, it
too
is
broke down. She told of her ed; described, that is, in excess- aping and buildings is an expresimply turns a knob and has to be seen to be believed.
clerk,
family's troubles, her own, her ive terms. Thus, when something ssion of flawless symmetry in
temperature accorhusband's, and those of their truly wonderful comes along, the stone, massive wooden beams adjusts the
teenage son and younger daugh- writer finds himself devilishly and sweeping expanses of glass. dingly.
In addition to the pools there's
ter. The shop steward sug- frustrated in trying to use superThe bright dining room seats
gested that she make use of her latives that are quite unequal 250 people comfortably. Under- a sand beach and a year-round
every sort of facmental health benefits and get
foot is a gay plaid carpet that marina with
help for her problems. Only to the occasion,
ility for boating and fishing. Boat
covers
the
entire
floor,
This
problem
becomes
acute
almost
a few months before, he had
launching ramps are in operation
when writing about Lake Barkley 4,300 square feet in area. Overgotten help for a problem with
and hiking trails are open.
his son and the entire family's State Resort Park in Kentucky's head a heavily timbered, glass
Scheduled for future opening
Western Waterland. Everything encased vault soars.three storrelationships had improved.
about the place is plurt-ultra ies into the sky. Some of the are golf links, (a par 3 and a
The shop steward gave Mrs. and extravagantly superior. Any huge beams are 58 feet long. regulation 18-hole course.) aridR. the union's painphle,t on way you describe it, in the proud Food is prepared in a _kWh
e and,bridle paths, a pl--Mental health benefits and - crown of KentoffErffeee-purts; at must be the ultimate dr
m
pointed out the list of resources the Lake Barkley family vacation of every modern chef. It's a vis- fully developed camping facilities
from which. she could seek resort is its most luminous jew- ion of stainless steel, ceramic for tents and trailers-and much,
help. She chose a nearby com- el.
tile and gleaming porcelain. The- much more.
munity mental health center
For one thing, it's the costli- re's special provision for bak- Jim Host, Kentucky's commwinch she had heard about. It
was there that she stopped on est. — Right at $13 million all ing and the creation of fine pas- issioner of parks; still can't
told. And its accommodations tries. And when the need arises, feel blase about this stunning
her way home.
are the most lavish, costing ar- the cook can call on the space accomplishment.
For the next few months, ound $45,000 per guest unit.(That age's most advanced
item of "I've been all over this facilher family received a variety may well be the most
prodigious kitchen engineering , a micro. ity, time and time again," he
of services from the center at
says, "but I still can't quite
no cost to them under their outlay on any, governmentally wage oven.
There are two additionet din- believe It. Barkley Lodge is the
mental health benefits. As the owned public guest facility anyfamily crisis subsided with the where. The furnishings alone cost ing rooms that are designecj for most magnificent thing of its AT ONLY 29 Ohio's Demolarge group meetings. Each of kind I have ever seen. It's abso- cratic nominee for Attorney _
help of the center, the family some $350,000.
For another thing, its assur- them can accommodate 150 peo- lutely first class in every way. General, William Brown sits
situation improved. Family
therapy sessions had sensitized ance of success is so overwhel- ple. Actually, then, around 550 I have watched it through to at Lake Milton ind no doubt •
all the members not only to ming that it's somewhere in a people could eat dinner at the completion and, while I know is formulating plans for his
the father and husband's prob- class with sunrise and taxes. same time in Barkley Lodge. there's been no money wasted,
election campaign.
lems, but also as to wh4t each Around 70 million people live
There are all sorts of amen- I also know that penny-pinchhad to do and what thEy had within a day's drive of Lake Ries for
visitors; a gift shop, ing has never been allowed to
to do as a family.
Barkley. That's about one out of a game room with table tennis, rule. Top quality has always
The son was seen in therapy every three Americans. It's in pool tables, cards etc. a24-hour
for several months to help him the middle of one of America's coffee shop, swimming and wad00000
J0000
work out his feelings about his fastest growing vacation areas ing pools a
restful
lounge
with
father and his own future. Mr.
smack dab across a great'
and
it's
right
stone
fireplace
and
a
It.. receiving intensive 'care at
t3S
SATURDAY
first, with medication and psy- from Land Between the Lakes, grand piano. There are other
)c)6(-)06655i5or
recreation
federal
preserve
a
such
fireplaces
in
the
larger
)noctoonooricicii
chotherapy and a planned regi...
,• . •
)00c,
o00000000o00000,tooc)(>06000000C
'
men of continuing treatment. that attracted 11I4 million visitors guest areas, all abundantly supp.0000....2M49.9ZZ340a=c)0()00000000000000
was enabled to go back sip In 1969,330,000 ofthem campers.
of course.
logs,
with
lied
work successfully.
It offers some of America's best
There are engineering triCan Herbie,a clean-living,
Mrs. R. not only improved fresh water fishing.
Spectacular is a word that imphs in this structural group
and was able to work without
hard-working small car
the previous difficulties. but can scarcely be avoided when that are unseen by the visitor,
r
.
ja,..
find happiness
productiono.,.,
also she seemed to become describing Barkley Lodge. Edw- but which serve him handily nev• lou '• . in today's
happier -and younger. Some ard Duren Stone, one of the ertheless. The heating arran•
days her co-workers, they say. world's foremost living archit- g,ement, for example, is the most
hectic world?
tell her she looks 10 years ects, designed the breathtaking modern in existence. It's a ciryounger and they want to know sweep of the building complex culating water system heated elwhat her secret is.
that comprises the guest units ectrically. F:ach lodge unit has
TECHNICOLOR'
and other facilities of Barkley It's own control. If a guest feels
chilly, he simply turns up the
Lodge.
124
of
There
are
the
t.ottage cheese is recomdial in his room. If he's too
mended for all children for its overnight units. Their two per- he turns it down and the warn'
betsemicircle
form
a
massive
fect
arcs
muscle-building protein.
But
air - conditioning system Likr,
it does, not replace milk, vince ween the central building and over for him, And
behind the
plaza that insonic vitamin and mintrai•von- the lake. A stone
pools and sunbathing registration desk there's a
tent is limit in prepare( of the cludes the
Admission: Adults 1.50 Children 75e
deck bisects the semicircle and mate control console. The de
cheese.
leads to a boat dock. All the clerk can see the temperable,
"misniamM111111111101kag
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SQUARE DANCE EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
8:00 til Midnight - Adm. $1.50 - Under 14 Free
GRASS AMPHITHEATER • BRING A BLANKET
MAY 31

Del Reeves Show

Shows 2:00 & 8:30 - .O0. $.3.00 - $4.00 - Under 5 Free
FREE Gen. Adm. to Kaintuck Territory for May
31stwih
purchase the Del Reeves Show ticket - $1.50 Tel.
RAIN - Held in North Marshall High School
JUNE 31 • LORETTA LYNN SHOW
JULY 12
AUG. 6
TOMMY CASH
HANK WILLIAMS, JR.
SHOW
'SHOW
SEPT. 5
SEPT. 5-6-7
LESTER FLATT
MUSIC & CRAFTS
SHOW
FAIR, USA
•
•

KAINTUCK
•

630.-

Rico c
of the
collected
drove h
Atlanta I
the How
night.
After
case of
injury,
year and
Now h
and is
several
average

4 MILES SOUTHWEST OF
KENTUCKY DAM VILLAGE
ON HIGHWAY 641
FREE PARKING

DAYTONA BEACH DUO
KID
h
..... id
ory
e

MOTEL

BEACH MOTEL

1233 S. ATLANTIC AVE

1217-27 S ATLANTIC AVE
I)lkF('i'! 1" FA. T111:' lit 1( If •

•••

0

4
106 Units .. offering a choice of
beautiful Motel Rooms, Efficiencies and Bedroom Apartments,
all attractively decorated and providing elegant comfort .
All units have room-controlled Air-Conditioning and Heat, Tile Bathrooms
with Tub 4 Shower, Radio, Hifi Music, TV. Room Phones, Private Balconies.
• Fresh water Swimming Pools
• Shuffleboard Courts
• Ocean-view Dining Rooms, featuring superb food

WALT DISNEY

•

TEnnuonY

By

ray QandsMOTEL
113 SILVER BEACH AVE.

.DAYTONA

BEACH, FLORIDA

All 3 lust minutes from Golf Courses, Theatres, Night Clubs.
Shops. Restaurants, Sporting Events. famed Florid. attractiess.
ars Om am
For Information on All 3 Motels Send Coupon To:1
Motel,
S. Atlantic Ave.,
Daytona Beech. Florida
Please send Color brochure and information regarding
0 Sea Dip
(:) Lido Beach
d Silver Sands
Name
City

I, Address_ _
t State

A
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40-Year-Old Dick Hall
Gains Fifth Victory

Trevino Is
WKHA Sponsors Trail Ride In 1131.
Favored In
Memphis Meet
$(..n7f.***W4tittiegegeAseeseinhcligiReehice.

uation of
Belgian
que on the
bad. When
337,000
ely, more
ed.
✓ Albert
United
e
erica prethe
of
d lead to
didn't say

run Washington rally with a
two-run single in the seventh
Inning that enabled the Sena.
-run
to make up a one
tors
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (UPI)— "If
deficit. Del Unser had three
I ever get any better, I'm going
hits for Washington, including
to be a helluva player,"
his first homer of the year.
Trevino,
Lee
chunky
moaned
Petrocelli connected for
Rico
18th
the
striking briskly off
Baltimore
the
homer for Boston as
of
man
sixth
old
his
The
a
green after backhanding in
mound corps threw just bur Ray Culp dropped his sixth
birdie putt on the run.
pitches Wednesday night to decision against three wins.
"I've got to see a doctor,"
See Fancleco, Perry BA 4 P.
National Lemon
Back-to-back homers by Joe
beat the Cleveland Indians, 5-4,
the wise-cracking Texan told
lest
in six Rudi (No. 2) and Sal Bandf.
victory
fifth
MS
for
seekers
autograph
the crowd of
W. L rd. 511 Philadelphia, G. Jackson 14
decisions. To achieve the (No. 8) in the sixth inning
and reporters clustered around Chicago
22 13 350 — * Moabite, Morton 4-2. 3:00
triumph, Hall induced Ray helped Oakland overcome Calihim. "I've got some vertebrae New York 22 21 2112
p. m.
NEW YORK (UPI)—The
runners fornia's 3-2 lead and drop the
out and my back is killing me," St Louis
League's Fosse to pop out with
Football
National
20 21.468 1% Only gimes scheduled
a Angels 1% games back of firstanh,,tj the
tatagnending
,
tisrj
histhti
tian
d
d
an
sia
t
ing
s
inrnan
fir
thra.3ae.
on
Gleam
Fridays
Bad back or no, Trevtio fired Pitts.
guidelines
the
SS
over
owners went
21 26 .467
place Minnesota in the West,
Wednesin
New
67
their
at
Houston
York. night for the sale of a club at
a three-under-par
18 23 .419 Sifi
Ptikla.
Frank Fernandez also homered
th
seventh
San
the
night
Pitts.,
Fran at
day's pro-am and is one of
18 26 .381 I
Wednesday meeting, and also
Montreal
who has been pitching for the A's as Jim "Catfish"
inning
Los Ang at St. Louis, Right
favorites in the $150,000 Danny
West
set up a rotation of the Hall of
for 13 years, had Hunter picked up his seventh
Thomas Memphis Classic which
W. L. Pd. 01 Montreal at Ciaxi., night
Fame Game at Canton, Ohio, in the majors
is undoubtedly win. Clyde Wright was tagged
"this
admit
to
begins today at the short, tight Citiciamati 33 14 .702 — Phila at Atlanta, night
1983.
through
I ever with his third loss.
victory
easiest
Only
scheduled
the
panes
8
Country
.581
Colonial
18
25"
and sun-baked
Atlanta
only 20
pitched
has
He
Chicago suffered its sixth
discuss
to
met
earned."
owners
The
Ve
368
25 19
Los Ang.
Club course.
all defeat In seven games as Ed
the rules and regulations for
Dapper in checkered green San Fran. 32 24 .478 10%
owning an NFL club. Under the but one appearance has been Kirkpatrick and Bob Oliver
20 28 .435 12%
American League
pants and solid green shirt, the Houston
each drove in two runs for
league rule, a sale must include short and sweet.
Ilast
colorful Trevino called his score San Diego 21 71) .430 13%
Time
in
Just
51
least
Kansas City. Oliver hit his
with
at
owner
new
a
Results
GO
Wiidnoselay's
Pct.
W.
L.
and
there"
out
par
"only
per cent of the team's stock. The six-foot, six-inch, 2 eighth homer of the year off
Baltimore 32 13 .711 —
predicted other sub-par rounds Pittaburgh 4 Mow 0
The discussion was prompted pound Hall checked Cleveland loser Joel Borten (5-5). TOM
Phil& 3 Montreal 0
New Yolk 25 21 .543 7%
in the tournament.
20 21 .488 10
by the recent negotiations just in time. The three runs McGraw accounted for
Detroit
Tour veteran Gene Littler New York 3 St. Loots 0
2022 .46611
Involving the proposed sale of provided the Indians with a 3-2 Chicago runs with his
Wadi.
added credence to that predic- Atlanta 8 Houston 1
i Diego 4
18 24 .429 1.314 the New York Jets to a group lead, but Baltimore came back homer. Dick Drago won big,
Boston
tion with a sizzling 63 to finish Cinei 6
14 26 .350 Id% which included former New in its half of the seventh inning third game fur the Royals. ';
Cleveland
lowest in the pro-am, and 37 San Fran 11 Los Ang. 3
Tegay's Probable longboat;
Allie to go ahead on Don Billord's
Giants' Coach
York
others in the field shot par or
West
All Times EDT
Sherman. The deal never dame two-run single. Starter Jim
.... better.
W. L Pct. 1511 off, but Commissioner Pete Palmer hit his first homer of
Gibson 3-3 at New
Arnold Palmer, Jack Nick- St. Louis,
The West Kentucky Horseman4PAssociation held it's first
2012 .700 —
York, licAncirew 1-3, 2:01 p. Minn.
R wile said the league owners the year for the Orioles as they COLBERT OPTIONED
bypassed
Player
Gary
and
and
laus
Saturday
last
trail ride in the Land Between the Lakes
CLEVELAND (UPI) — The
2815 .551 116 might have vetoed it anyway maintained a 7% game lead
m.
break
a
take
to
tournament
the
Sunday.
Cleveland Indians today op23 21 .533
Pittiburgh. Me 3-4 st Ctil- Oakland
prospective
the
York.
of
New
none
over
because
Open.
U.S.
Over 300 people participated in the trail rides which were riZ before next month's
cago, Hands 7-2, 2:30 p. m.
Kan. City 18 25 .419 11% :lets' owners would have had
In other AL action, New York tioned rookie righthander Vince
Despite the absence of golfs Los Angeles, Sutton 64 at Chicago
supervised by WKHA President, Gary Wicker.
'
17 27 28813 51 per cent interest.
stopped Detroit, 4-2; Washing- Colbert to their Wichita farm
"big three" the tournament has
Plans are being made (top photo) for future trail rides in
tfilwaukee 13 28 .317 15%
Boston, 7-5, club. They had recalled him
defeated
ton
top
30
the
of
21
attracted
,
K
•
Gary
Oak,
Lone
of
the LBL by (left to right) Leroy Poat
California, 4-3, from the same team just 11
-cm
not
edged
it
not
would
saying
Oakland
cham16
and
winners
money
x
*,
• • Wicker, WKHA president, Billy Carroll of Murray and David
Lt.
tripped days ago.
Wednesday's Result*
City
Kansas
have been approved," said and
* pions from 22 tour events
i
Barrett of North Marshall.
No one is being recalled at
3
Chicago
4
City
Milwaukee
Kan
have
not
4-3.
might
it
"but
Chicago,
Roselle,
already played this year.
The winners of the races and events held Sunday are shown
the moment to replace Colbert
rata
ppd.,
Lim.,
out.
at
Wilt/.
rained
of
was
votes
out
20
needed
got
the
Minnesota
This field includes defending
In the bottom photo,They are: front row(left to right), Marty
slew York 4 Detroit 3
National League, on the roster although Steve
215. The lack of a 51 per cent In the
Story, Keith Wicker, Donna Frick,Judy Frick,and Sue Long, ,. . -:, champion Dave Hill, the only
Baltimore 5 Orme 4
Houston, 84, Hargan may be taken off the
probinternal
routed
enhances
owner
Atlanta
such
and
here,
winner
two-time
Leroy
Back row: David Barrett,Jo Jo Metzger, Cleatus Poat,
Wedi 7 Boston 3
Chicago, 4- disabled list.
blanked
lems.
Pittsburgh
champion
Masters
as
Poat, Miss Sherry Carroll, Leo Barrett, Eddie Bearden. Not :1 notables
--4 Calif. 3
askland
Diego, 6San
beat
Cincinnati
0,
Billy Casper, U.S. Open king
SIGN TWO
shown are the winner of the trail riding event 1st place,
Louis,
St.
out
teams
are
six
shut
There
currently
York
New
4,
Orville Moody and PGA winner
CHICAGO (UPI)—The ChicaBobby Poat 2nd place, Eugene O'Daniel; 3rd place Timmy
In the NFL which do not have a 3-0, Philadelphia topped MonToday's Probable Pitchers
Ray Floyd.
Story.
go
Bears in search of defensive
!DT
Francisco
Times
their
51 per cent owner because
All
treal, 3-0, and San
strong
NEW YORK curi)— Baseball
considered
Others
:::;::ementnis.efe:nrsie-exest+w-:•:-:;.•-•
.
backs, signed two more prosKuhn Milwaukee, Srausse 34 at organization preceded the esta- mauled Los Angeles, 11-3.
Bowie
contenders for the $30,000 top Commissioner
m. blishment of the rule. The six Singles by Danny Cater and pects for the position WednesCourt Minnesota. That 5-0, 2:30 p.
Federal
in
prize money include Tommy argued
Cali- are the Jets, Green Bay, Curt Blefary accounted for day. They are free agents Jack
at
4-4
Dobson
Oakland.
Aaron and Tom Weiskopf, who Wednesday that the game's
3-2, 11 p.
Minnesota, Boston, Cincinnati three runs in the first inning, Erdman from Fresno State and
finished 1-2 in last week's controversial reserve clause fornia, May
scheduled
southpaw Mike Srivner from San Diego
games
Yankee
Only
and Oakland.
providing
Atlanta Classic after a playoff helps equalize team strength,
State.
Friday's Games
Fritz Peterson with his seventh
with Homero Blancas, Dan promotes the growth of players
Srivner also doubles ai a
Oakland, night
In setting up the Hall of victory in nine decisions. Joe
at
Cleve
the
protects
and
Elder.
game
Sikes and Lee
and the
on offense.
Calif., night
rotation, all 26 teams will Niekro suffered his fourth loss wide receiver
Fame
at
Bait
the
to
game
Integrity of the
Detroit at Seattie,
have played at Canton by 1983. to square his record for the Erdman, who averaged over 40
public.
yards as a punter set a Fresno
Wirt at Minn., night
The Los Angeles Rams will season,
He said modification of the New
By VITO STELLINO
Wasb_, right
'
for career
record
interceptions.
the
at
In
28 in his last eight games for a was rained out.
Oilers
Houston
City
the
Kan
'meet
Rall
Washington
y
Caps
clause "would destroy the game miasma. at Bostaa. tgabt
UPI Sports Writer
.536 clip that's boosted his
/1071 game.
Mike 'Pete!n capped a 'three.
Tony Peres hit his 17ib ag tt acomr eir1Arts...
wsâ11404111,
Rs
40
in
hit
.432.
has
to
average
Rico Carty, who
homer to take over the major
The reserve clause, welch has
of the Braves' 43 games,.436 when the 31 string was league lead— a two-run shot in
several previous
withstood
collected three singles and snapped.
the eighth inning that snapped nourt tests, is under attack by
lovely,"
"Everthing is just
drove in a run to pace th
a 4-4 tie— as the Reds topped Curt Flood, $90,000-a-year outAtlanta Braves to an 8-1 rout o Carty beamed after the win the Padres. Clay Carroll, who
fielder traded last winter by the
the Houston Astros Wednesda over Houston. "We want to win came on after rookie Wayne it. Louis Cardials to the
can."
we
think
we
and
night.
Simpson was lifted for a pinch Philadelphia Phillies. Flood
After recovering from the The Braves wrapped up the bitter with the Reds trailing by
asked Kuhn for permission to
second
six-run
case of TB and a shoulder victory with a
two, got the win.
iegotiate with other clubs and
the
in
injury, Carty started late last inning. Carty singled
Bob Moose pitched a four. the request was denied, whereuyear and hit .342 in 104 games. first run of the inning to knock bitter and Roberto Clemente xon Flood refused to report to
Now he's back in his prime out loser Denny Lemaster and batted in two runs with a Casesthe Phillies and filed suit in
and is the first player in Orlando Cepeda then slammed loaded single in the fifth as the
mourt.
a
for
pitch
first
.400
Jim Ray's
several years who'll take a
Pirates beat the Cubs. FerguKuhn argued baseball's casel
average into June. He's 15-for- three-run homer. Phil Nielcro, 5- son Jenkins, struggling with a
the leadoff witness for the
as
get
to
6, pitched a five-hitter
3-7 record, took the loss.
defense in the anti-trust suit.
the win.
Jones Moves to Leadoff
He said the Major League
GRAVE
Other Games
Slumping Cleon Jones was Players' Association's decision
Pitgames,
other
the
In
moved to the leadoff spot bj?
support Flood's suit was "a
tsburgh blanked Chicago, 4-0, Manager Gil Hodges and he to
mistake" and said the
stftious
6-4,
Diego,
San
Cincinnati edged
with a two-run, testimony by Hank Greenberg,
responded
New York shut out St. Louis, 3- bases-loaded
single in the Jackie Robinson and others who
Service on the power units is available all acmes
Don't settle for just something that will float you
0, Philadelphia beat Montreal, fourth as the Mets beat the
the nation which means you are never but a few miFlood "was too
and your family—get a good Boat—a real Boat—a
supported
3-0, and San Francisco routed Cards. Gary Gentry pitched a
nutes away from service wherever you might go.
general."
WINNER!
Los Angeles, 11-3,
three-hitter for the win and
our history base"Throughout
Since ISM
League,
American
in the
Here's something else certainly worth considering!
Steve Carlton took the loss.
We are in our second year as a factory franchised
ball has striven for equal
Washington beat Boston,
-run strength," said
Deron Johnson's three
We offer you a trial M the water with the unit of your
is the
believe
we
which
dealer,
incidentally,
"It
WINNER
Kuhn.
Kansas City nipped Chicago, 4- homer with two out in the top
choice,beers you buy. So often people have bought dry
best constructed fiberglass hultton the American marflourishes when you have it and
3, Baltimore defeated Cleve- of the ninth gave the Phils the
ket.
FINE
tends to pine when you don't."
*.111L4heatiLY- Mali/
BUILDERS OF
topped
18^.4 _riff!--.:PAY-100°--490-2000.may,
York
New
5-4,
land,
oYei.-..the ExP46. ‘Kcixti -The- trial In expected
MEMORIALS'
54000 dollars only .to find out when the)t get it In the
4-2,— and --iiitkismd4 win
Detroit,
four-hitter
a
attra
We
were
pitched
Fryman
probacontinue today and then
water it's not suitedIrtIsF.-We are located ciif
Feder YAM, • Manager
topped California, 4-3. The for the win
i
a fibergiass grillage for
uniqUe—tOniieuctionlllting
763-282
bly will be recessed until
-olorlatirnWigeagle St
the bank of -Kentucky Lake and in a moment's notice
Minnesota at Milwaukee game was the loser.
strength and lifelong durability in the hull instead of
Monday.
we will put the rig in the water—you be the skipper,
wood. which will eventually rot, warp and deteriorate
see what it will do. how it runs, how it handles, how
due to moisture which is always present.
easy it is to load and unload from your trailer, will it
So don't just settle for any ale boat just because it
pull skis—this is all important when yore spending
your money,
floats and it's cheap when you consider safety, comfort,
durability—you will choose WINNER!
By GARY KALE
UPI Sports Writer
Relief specialist Dick Hall,
who will be 40 on Sept. 27, finds
he generation gap is helping to
widen the Baltimore Orioles'
as in the American League
ead
Et.

NFL Owners
Hold Meeting
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Kuhn Argues
For Baseball
Reserve

at

Carty Paces Braves To
8-1 Rout Of Houston

HEY MATE!!
READY TO SHIP OUT?

*um syncy

Murray Marble
Works

Yourson could end up
playing at the
All-Star Game.this year!

TIC AVE

And Phillips 66 will take you and his mother there to watch him

choice of
Efficien
rtmenta,
and pro

l'his year Phillips 66 will send eight boys and their parents to.the All-Star
Game as finalists in the first annual nationwide Major League Baseball Pitch,
Hit and Throw Competition, sponsored by Phillips 66.
All you have to do is take him to one of the following Phillips 66

Bathrooms
Balconies

stations to register:

AVE

IDA
ht Clubs,
ttractions.
eg
n To: I
111

YOH AND PHILLIPS 6t, MA`,
* NO

PURCHASE

NECESSARY *

You may also register him at the time of the local competition
which will be at.

Robertson Elementary School
I

inn am noI

Sunday, May 31st, beginning

We are not in the volume business—we are in the
Quality business. We believe we are offering you the
absolute most for your money when you stop to con
sider what you are getting.

When Grayson McClure tells you they're rite—
they've just got to be rite—we'll make them that way!
Buy WINNER. . . Be a WINNER!

Shown by appointment late afternoons, weekends
and holidays. Let us help you decide on a rig—say, how
about Memorial Day to make that choice of a WINNER
for hours and hours of Boating Pleasure.

HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL, INC.
Ill AT!

(.14 APIIIPION

at Panorama Shores

MP OM nil

ding
✓ Sande

We have a nice selection to choose from. including
several inboard/outboard rigs—ready to go—ready to
offer you and your family hours and hours of carefree
happy, healthy recreation on Kentucky Lake and any
other lake in the United States that you may wish to
trailer your rig to.

Give us a chance to show you some quality Boats
You'll buy 'ornl
—WINNER Boats! You try 'em

See: Jerrylienry or Grayson McClure

• ROBERTS OIL CO.
• HENDON'S SERVICE STATION
•SOUTHS1DE PHILLIPS 66 SERVICE STATION

OTE

WINNER sold exclusively in Calloway County by
Happy Holiday Travel. Inc.. (Grayson McClure) at
Panorama Shores.

2:30 p.m.

At Phillips 66,
its performance
that counts:

'Just Follow the Blacktop to the Boats
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— —1 Sandra Dockrey Is
I Honored At Tea At
The McNutt Home

Jarrett-Caruth Engagement

Phone 753-1917 or 7534947

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Voweaft't•

'Dealt-A6bv,

Welch-Carson Vows To Be Read

'Realistic' dolls
upset readers

Thursday, May 2$
The Magazine Club will meet
at the home of Mrs. W. Z. Carter at 2:30 p. in. Members note
change in meeting place.
• ••
By Abigail Van Buren
Friday, May 29
Lyndia Cochran will present
DEAR ABBY: Your approval of a "Mamma doll" who
her students in a dance recital,
could have a "baby doll" horrified me, too.
"Ocean Fantasy" at the Murray
I have young children and I know how they play, and it's
State University auditorium at
not necessary for them to have such toys. A baby being born
7:45 p. m.
Is beautiful and sacred, and not something for dirty-minded
•••
little boys to snicker at. And don't tell me young boys are not
Saturday, May 90
dirty-minded, because they are!
A car wash, sponsored by
You may say, "If you don't want these toys, don't buy
Christ Ambassadors, First Asthem
seeing
them," but how can you keep your children from
sembly of God For Youth Camp,
kill be held at Slayden's Gulf,
if their playmates have them?,
9th and Sycamore, from seven
U sex is thrown at children too young they will be
a.m, to seven p.m. Cost is $1.50
tempted to try it out the first chance the get. They will be
per car.
doing what their toys will do and I think the toy makers owe
•• •
it to our young folks to keep their toys clean. Even dolls
June 1
Monday,
with busts were a little too much for me.
Miss Dorothy Jeanne Jarrett
The Women's Society of
ALSO HORRIFIED
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Jarrett of Murray Route Five, announce Christian Service of the First
the engagement and approaching marriage of their eldest United Methodist Church will
DEAR ABBY: I have six grandchildren, and I am much
daughter, Dorothy Jeanne, to James Edward Caruth of Lebanon, have a potluck supper in the
social hall at 6:30 p.m. Mrs.
more "horrified" to see them playing with toy tanks,
Tennessee.
Miss Jarrett is a senior at Calloway County High School. Wayne Lamb will be the guest
machine guns, and pistols than I would be to see them
Miss Claudia Welch
speaker.
She will attend the fall semester at Tennessee Tech.
playing with a doll who can wet her pants and give birth.
Sergeant
and
Mrs Claude Welch announce the engagement
•• •
Mr. Caruth is a junior at Tennessee Tech in Cookeville,
Wetting the pants and giving birth are natural and normal,
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Claudia, to Larry
The
Lottie
Moon
Group
of
Tennessee.
He
is
employed
part
time at Lester Wholesale ComCarson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Daymon Carson.
and we can't "protect" our young from the essential facts of
the First Baptist Church WMS
pany in Lebanon.
The bride-elect will be a junior at Murray High School.
life and the wonders of mother nature.
The wedding is planned for June 6. All friends and rela- will meet with Mrs. Murray
Mr. Carson is a graduate of Murray High School and is
After all, many small children know where eggs and
Turner at 7:30 p.m.
tives of the couple are invited.
now a sophomore at Murray State University.
kittens and puppies come from, so what's wrong with a
•• •
The wedding will take place on Saturday, June 13, at eight
Mamma doll?
The Kathleen Jones Group V o'clock in the evening at the First Baptist Church. All
friends
NOT SO HORRIFIED IN HORTON, MASS.
the First Baptist Church WMS and relatives are invited to attend.
will meet with Mrs. Stanford,
Andrus at 7:15 p.m.
DEAR ABBY: If the toy manufacturers are allowed to
•••
white carnations.
make Mamma dolls who have baby dolls, there is no end to
Mrs. Thomas Houston, mother
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Vaughn,
what they will be dreaming up next. "Dolls" are getting too
of the honoree, wore a navy
Miss Mary Jane Rhoades will 1100 A Fairlarre, Murray, are
realistic for my tastes.
k new alarm system for
suit and her corsage of white
become the bride of Stanley Ry- the parents of a baby boy, Jathe-."doll" was a baby doll, which the child
carnations was a gift of the
en Key in a ceremony to take mie Boyd, weighing six pounds homes and small offices is the
could "mother" and cuddle and pretend was her own "baby."
Miss Linda Houston, bride- hostesses.
place Saturday, the thirteenth thirteen ounces, born on Mon. portable; plug-in type. It utiThis was fine and served a healthy purpose. Then along
of June at five o'clock in the af- day, May 23, at 11:43 a.m. at the lizes radiowaves to detect auto- elect of Allan Beane, was comternoon at the Goshen Method- Murray-Calloway County Hospi- matically any movement which, plimented with a personal show- Games were played and the
came some smart toy manufacturer who made a pretty, fully
in turn, triggers alarms. It seUs er held on Saturday, May 16, at honoree opened her many loveist Church. She is the daughter tal.
developed young lady doll complete with fancy wardrobe
of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Rhoades of, They have another son, Scot' for under 400 but the menu- two o'clock in the afternon at ly gifts.
right down to girdles and brassieres. They even made a
Murray, Route One and he Is ty, age 01. The father is em- Tacturer says comparable com--1110--home of Mrs. Rocky Shaphandsome man doll for the lady doll to play with. Of course,
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin ployed at the Murray State Uni- inertial systems involve a high la.
Refreshments of punch, cake,
hundreds of dollars can be spent on clothes for these "dolls."
The charming hostesses for
Key of Hazel.
versity Book Store.
rental or purchase plan - to
and mints were served
nuts,
Such dolls teach youngsters that they can never have too
The groom-elect's grandfathGrandparents are Mr. and high cost keeps installation out the occasion were Miss Claudia
from the beautifully appointed
many clothes.
er, Rev. Paul Dailey of Hazel, Mrs. Boyd Vaughn and Mr. and of reit+ of most homeowners Matthai, Miss Elizabeth Gowtable overlaid with a white
Everything today is "commercialized." Toy manufacassisted by the bride-elect's pas- Mrs. Denzel Large, all of Fair. and sniall businessmen''''Yoti ans, and Mrs. Shapla.
with an arFor the prenuptial event the cloth and centered
turers are not concerned about how their products affect
tor, Rev. Dangle Whalley, will field, 111. Mrs. Ethel 1..arao daf-Mew% seeed-,lipaajal lataCrii and
of red and blue pep.
is a great grand- you're not bothered Willi a net- honoree chose to wear from her rangement flanked by red canofficiate at the ceremony folchildren AU they care about Is making money.
er flowers
lowing a program of nuptial mother.
work of wires when using the trousseau a pink and white dles. A brass punch bowl with
DISGUSTED IN BRIDGEPORT
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Prescott new system. The new alarm dress with long full sleeves and
music to be given by Mrs. Juncups was used to serve t h e
ior Garrison of Murray, organ- of Murray Route Seven m- also in tamperproof, the manu- full skirt. Her corsage, gift of punch.
DEAR ABBY: You deserve 10 lashes with a wet diaper
and
hostesses,
was
of
pink
the
girl.
baby
of
a
birth
the
ist; and Miss Helen Williams of nounce
facturer sass.
for condoning the "Mamma doll" who actually gives birth to
Pamela Denise, weighing eight
Lexington, vocalist.
a "baby doll." Good grief, is nothing sacred?
born
on
Mrs. Teddy Potts will serve pounds seven ounces,
DISAPPOINTED IN S. C.
as her sister's matron of honor Tuesday, May 26, at 3:11 cm.
The bridesmaid will be Miu at the Murray-Calloway County
Marilyn Cassity of Benton, cou- Hospital.
DEAR ABBY: Until now I have agreed with you 100 per
They have one son, Quentin
sin of the bride-to-be, and Miss
cent, but your answer to HORRIFIED who wrote about the
Diane Rhoades will serve her Gerrard, age three. The father
Mamma doll who actually gives birth, left me horrified. You
sister as junior bridesmaid,
is employed at the General Tire
gave the impression that this kind of doll was all right
Deena Dailey of Murray and and Rubber Company, Mayfield.
became it was "educational." Well, bow about making a
Mr. and Mrs. Thurman Mot-cousin of the groom-to-be will
Manuna doll and a Papa doll who can "mate"—that would
serve as flower girl. Dan Dailey rison and Mrs. Lillian Prescott.
be "educational," too. And why not go the whole route and
Key, brother of the groom-elect, all of Murray, are the grand
have a Mamma doll who could have "contractions" and
will be ringbearer.
parents. Mrs. Melissa Hooks of
Teddy Potts will serve as best Murray is a great grandmother
dart? [They might twee throw in a breech birth for one
•••
man. The ushers will include
out of every 10 dolls.)
Randy Noll of Villa Hills, colRobert and Carrie Bucy of
Also, they could have an "unwed" Mamma doll so she
lege roommate of the groom. New Concord have received
could have an abortion. Why not tell it like it is?
elect, and Steve Ernstberger of word of the birth of their first
OF F
FULLERTON MOTHER
grandchild. Belinda, born May
Murray.
Immediately following the 26, to Mr. and Mrs. Bill Swartz
DEAR ABBY I have seven children who have watched
ceremony a reception will be of Greenville, Mich.
our cat deliver kittens, but to give them a doll who can have
•• •
given by the bride-elect's para baby! Never! The reader who wrote to say that she was
OFF
the
of
room
social
in
the
ents
Ma-rifled was absolutely correct. It's sick. And you were
. new first ?id pad relic.es
hunk.
wrong!
SIGN ME "DOUBLE HORRIFIED"
infection__while
Only cut-of-towns invitations rain and
:111111"fiTiiiii7
iNn-aritt it
are iwingsalt:,a-What's year
Yemen feel better if yea get It eft
relatives are invited to' :mini
,'"iailtsiblie, Les Algeks. Cal.
both the wedding and the re- tains ingredients pros iiling anesMM. For a permaal reply modem stamped. addressed
•
thetic.. antiseptic and cleaniii4
tiots.
asivetape.
•••
action in.- an indiyiduallY id
wrapped pad. The moist pad
Fre4h fniit juice -- saris the is held against wound for sescral
For Abby's saw boaldet. "What Tems-Agers Wait to
law." mod it M Abby. Box WM. Las Ample.. Cal. ONSO. stieky lahor is possible with "4.1' antis to numb the area. pernew PleChir citrus juicer.
mitting cleansing of the wound -When a grapefniit, orange. without the normal tears and
'Clogs are clip-clopping on the
lemon
or
himis
twisted
(host- traunia.
A, fashion show in a 7-l;
most fashion w ise feet. The clog
ward on. the cup, an electrically
(Pharimaco, Inc.. Kenilworth.
style goes back 2000 years to jet over Central Texas featured
Greece. They we meant these a white lace wedding dress. The powered shaft turns the-cup and
days for wearing with all types lace was tiered and the cape fills the pitcher with fresh juice.
of sportswear. They are corning served as a mantilla headress
out in a variety of styles. colors for the gown. For those not
and fabrics -- ranging from in any kind 01 ceremony . the
suede, leather, crinkle patent. mantilla serves as a cape.
and denim, to mock tortoise.

Plans Completed By
Mary Jane Rhoades
For Her Wedding

Personal Shower Is
Held In Honor Of
Miss Linda Houston

Miss Sandra Dockrey, June
Sixth bride-elect of Charles Robertson, Jr., was the honoree
at a tea shower held at the
home of Mrs. Jesse McNutt, Saturday, the twenty-third of May.
Miss Dockrey is a member of
the English faculty at Murrav
State University and Mr. Robertson is a graduate student
working on his Ph.D. in Nuclear
Physics at the University o f
Centucky.
Hostesses for the occasion
were: Mesdames Rue Overbey,
Yandall Wrather, Zelna Carter,
William Jeffrey, Fred Keel,-Bill
Taylor, Glen Hodges, John Pasco and Miss Rozella Henry.
For the event the honoree
wore a yellow and white knit
dress and was presented a corsage of yellow roses by the hostesses. Mrs. Charles Robertson.
Sr., mother-in-law to be, of the
honoree, wore a pink polyester
with pink embroidery dress and
her hostesses gift corsage of
pink roses.
Mrs. Zelna Carter greeted the
guests and presented them to
the honoree, Miss Dackrey and
the groom-elect's mother, Mrs.
Charles Robertson.
Mrs. John Pasco invited tlh2
guests to register in the bridal
book.
The guests were directed to
the dining room where t h e
hand-carved
antique
dining
table held refreshments. In the
center of the table was a multicolored garden grown rose arrangement. The roses were furnished-by Mrs. Fred Keel from
her mother's rose garden, Mrs.
Lassie Pickard.
Mrs. Glen Hodges and Mrs.
Bill Taylor presided at t he
punch bowl and Mrs. Fred Keel
and Mrs. Yandell Wrather serv
ed the cake decorated with Orange roses and white wedding
bells. Mints and nuts were also served.
Mrs. Rue Overbey and Miss
Roselle Henry displayed t h e
many lovely gifts for the guests
to view. The gifts were display-,
ed on the glass enclosed front
porch.
One hundred and twenty-five
guests called or sent gifts between the hours of two and
four-thirty o'clock in the afternoon.
•••
flair coloring for summer rellete. the light and soft fabrics
of Sae erasion. The emphasis-.
will be on a natural appearance "
acquired with a soft blending
of several tones. Blondes. will
range through tones of dove and
fawn.
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Lyndia Cochran
Dance Studios

HAND BAGS
A- to
OFF

BEAUTY MIST

presents

'OLEAN FANTASY'
Friday, May 29, 1970,
at 7:45 p.m.
at the
M S U Auditorium
The Public Is Invited .
No itclmission Charge

Mrs. Hughes Bennett, right, was installed as president
of the Hazel Woman's Club at the May meeting by Mrs
David Gowan', left, past president of the Murray Woman's
Club. Other officers of the Halo Club are Mrs Gerald Ray,
firs/ vice-president; Mrs. Tommy Story, second vice-presi.
dent; Mrs. Charles Knott, corresponding secretary; Mrs. Edward Russell, recording secretary; Mrs. Harold Wilkinson,
treasurer.

The Store of Groovy Fashions
105 S. 4th
4111111111111111•11111111&
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FAILING
THE TEST
IS THROWING
AWAY YOUR
DIMING LICENSE
FOR A FULL
MONTHS.

drinking so much that they are a danger
The law about drinking and driving is
very precise. ft fixes a scientifically •
measurad._ limit _bey,ond which it. is
iver•.
d rite-`4..froe-rrif
ft
uses his car in making his living the

to themselves and others.

disqualiHration, a convicte

aut"aticrrivc

face a $ 500.00 fine - or even prison for

FACT: Now you really can't ask a driver
to have ariot_her drink. Conviction will
exist

cost him his license for 6 months and
possibly a $ 500.00 fine or even prison.

'.4

you

The srakes are high. The penalities are

6 months.

roads safer for air of us. They

BOW

ask a driver •
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Thermal Pollution Solved In Frost Threatened Area

FLSH FOR GOLD

NO COLLATERAL

PAGE SEVI

A practical solution to anatime which are proposed in eastern rotation oasis," Miller observed. Automation Industries estimates
SENS, France (UPI) —
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The They're ft-ening in the Yonne
wide problem of Industrial pollu- Washington and Oregon, could "Farmers there are getting cel that when the EWEB nuclear
IS: News, Wthr : Sports
irrigate
Administration
4,7 million acres wnic.h 36 bushels of wheat per acre with power plant and others in the Small Business
tion of waterways is being demNews, WITir.. Smarts New*, Villo ; Sown
Sad
:3111 Daniel Boone
River today, but not for fish —
_
Family Altair
Animal World
onstrated near Eugene, Oregon, now are being "dry-farmed" on oig irrigation. If that (ky
Northwest become operational, (SBA; says It now will make for gold. In the past several
Daniel Boone
The Jim Nabors !Morns& Girt
7 .10
:30 lronside
The Jim Nabors elourBewitched
In the peaceful valley of a fabled a crop rotation basis at a low were irrigated, farmers cad the cost of thermal water to loans to disaster victims of as days, passersby have found an
:SO ironside
Movie:
- '' '
Is Tom Jones
agricultural yield, and cOuld cre- raise 139 bushels of wheat per agriculture will be $25 an acre much as $4,300 without requir- estimated $8,200 in gold coins
11 :30
trout stream.
Dragnet, left-- -The Innocents" "TM(
This Is Tom Jones
Dorm Martin Show Movie
The problem arises from the ate a string of 2,500-acre lakes acre, which is the normal yiel annually, compared with a curr- ing collateral.
Paris 7000
on the river bed.
9 :SO
:30 Dean Martin Show
Movie
Paris 7001
huge quantities of hot water — for public water parks, Automa- for irrigated land, or past mul ant $89.70 per acre a year from
:SO News; Wily.; sines News, Wthr., Sports
Wilt.,
News;
Moms
Administrator
SBA
Hilary
The coins— including Mexican
10 :30 The Tonight Shoo The Mery Griffin Show Movie:
municipal and privately owned
as much as 750,000 gallons per tion's studies show.
tiple crops and orchards."
Sandoval, making the announce- pesos, English sovereigns and
II
AB The Tonight Show The Mery GrBfIn Show "aamarer
They indicate that a single
minute — which are a by-product
The EWEB project at Spring eater companies• Ail The Tonight Show TV Mery Griffin Show Movie
-megawatt nuclear power field, near Eugene, carries th
of large nuclear power plants 11,000
Water leaving the paper plant meat Tuesday, said that only Tunisian pieces— were spotted
i MI The Avompers
The DIM cent,. She.
Moils f-eatergli•
A.
.:30 The AVengers
The Oidi Caved Show
and other industrial operations, plant (the size EWEB plans to endorsements of various gover Ls pumped at a rate of 5,000 $2,500 of such loans would from the banks when the river
0Idt Caren Show
This water, although clean, at build in the Eugene area) will meet groups, including Or
1 1
gallons per minute through a bur- require repayment, Under pre- level dropped to work on a new
103 degrees Fahrenheit can "th- discharge enough warm water Governor Tom McCall's Nuclear ied 16-inch steel mainline to the vious regulations, unsecured dam upstream.
FRIDAY MORNING PitilliKANN
4
ermally pollute" streams,lakes, (750,000 gallons a minute) to Development Coordinating Corn project site, where overhead spr- disaster loans could be made
The coins have been handed
Country Journal
bays — even the ocean itself— irrigate at least 100,000 acres mittee and the Oregon State D inkler frost control is used on only if the amount to be repaid In to police, pending
15 :SO
investigadid
not
$1,000.
exceed
and
This
of
plant
normal
land.
would
be
upsetting
by
more Pertinent of Agriculture, as well orchards, and conventional Irri6 -39
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tion.
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haeuser Co. paper mill near Eug- Pacific Northwest, according to agriculture and eliminate the
tion of the Eugene demonstration 41.1bief
43-Time gone by
ene, is along the McKenzie River, Miller and the various research need for expensive cooling towproject is giving it "valuable 44-Cubic meters
be received by June 3. The re- rated by sportsmen as one of the groups with whom he works. er s.
experience which will have many 46-Puts on
one's guard
"Demonstrations conducted
Economic factors considered
gistration fee of $7.50, transpor top four trout streams inOregoe.
applications in the U, S. and per- 49-Ventliate
The water, ranging in tempera- In Automation's analysis include the Eugene Water & Electric
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haps other nations as well.
5050.119,152.Bafort
workshop, and meals except sup- ture from 90 to 147 degrees Fah- Increased employment, urban de- Board using water from the Wey
"In addition, our systems eng- 53.Affirmatne
renheit, travels from the paper velopment, higher agricultural erhaeuser plant in Springfield
per are the only expenses.
ineers are gaining a great deal SO MI,,.
excavation
Rooms will be furnished. mill through nearly three miles of yields, an expanded food process- proved to be very beneficial for of personal satisfaction out of
SS-Chan/is
Double rooms will. be used and pipeline to irrigate crops ander- ing industry, recreational facili- frost and temperature control
this project. They have found
coicolorof
chards, then filters through the ties and related generation of growing crops."
applicants
shoed d
a way of taking a waste commoindicate
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soil and isTeturned to the McKen- more tax &Cars.
choice of a roommate if any.
on
Warm water for irrigation
dity — in this case heat — and
The workshop is made poss- zie at nature's temperature,
"There are now 4.7 million the Eugene pilot project is pro- finding a practical use for IL 1 -Catch
"At the Eugene project, we acres in the
in
ible through a matching grant
Umatilla Basin of vided free to the seven participe And they feel they are centre:2s, 2-Mountain
Crabs
LAKE BARKLEY, Ky. — The to the Kentucky Arts Commis* have created what virtually is a Washington and Oregon which aline farmers on the McKeezie.lieg to our national goal of pro- 3-Edge
Noir. by United
tare yndkata, no.
2?
third workshop for poets con- ion from the National Endow- 170-acre hothouse environment are being dry-named on a crop
tecting the environment,"
ducted by Approaches
ment for the Arts. For futher for agriculture," said Herman
rime, with support from
the 'information, write or call Mrs. Miller, project manager for AutoPeanuts.
mation Industries.
Kentucky Arts Commission will oy Bale at Elizabethtown.
Similar clean, but thermally
be held at Lake Barkley State
.
..........z
az•........—....,—
0-- 28
polluted, water, of 98 - to 103
Paek, June 26-28.
MY SECRETARY
TOLL
TRAFFIC
BUT
DOWN
WORTH A
Fahrianheft,
degrees
Ts
also
a
Tbe workshop is for scions
THIN6 BEFORE COFFEE BREAK!
writers. Robert Hayden, a poet WATCH THOSE HOLIDAYS by-product of atomic-fueled elec.
Kentucky's highway death toll trirsi power plants using boilingand faculty member at the Dan
type
water reactors.
versity of Michigan, will direct for 1970 is well under that
previous yeers for comparabl
the seminar type meeting.
The cooling tower is the alteracfAl
ethod of cooling not water
Mien -who have not atieed periods but State Police fear . au ,
type ,
ed provittusly and would like what may houpen on three up- genet 'ed from condensers of
to enroll should send three coming' holiday weekends — nucleai power plants. This sysJuly tem not only is costly, but conpoems they would like to din Memorial Day, Fourth of
tributes nothing to the environcum and a letter containing per- and Labor Day.
A May 19 s immary shows ment. A 400-foot-high cooling towtinent personal information. A
screening committee will base traffic fatalities of 330 this year er, which recirculates 750,000
its acceptance of applicants on running 56 fewer than for the gallons-per-minute of water in a
the material. A check for $7.50 similar period last year and a- closed system, currently costs
to Mrs. Joy Bale, Approaches, bout 45 behind 1966, the state's about $14 million to construct
110 S. Maple St., Elizabethtown, worst year.
and $150,000 a year to maintain
State Police Director Charles Miller
Ky. 42701, should accompany
said.
B. Crutchfield says, "we are a
the application.
Systems similar to the pilot
I HOPE
OH, I
BUT
long
way
from
Predicting
19
"prefect, at nuclear power plants
/teems and applications must
NANCY, YOUR
YOU
might be the safest."
•
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shall Cow
lst. Order!
Price $15.1
phone 753.

by Charles M. Schulz
ister

type

Nancy

LUNCH IS ON
THE TABLE --NICE FRESH
OYSTERS

TIRE SAL
wall, 815 x
14, ;19.95.
can not at
tire deal.
Five Point

by Ernie Buslmiiller

LIKE

to-

WANT SO
payments
keyboard I
Model 147
cau Haw
4:90, 753-41

OYSTERS

LOVE
THE
TASTE
OF
THEM

OLD KITC
ed
mak
$15.01). Pb

I CAN'T STAND
LOOKING AT THEM

2 GERKA
Ae70 end
amplifier,
cabinet, a
gister (t01
grocery).
erick CIST,
don wager
1407 after
FOR SAL1
imuse, cloe
South 15ti
from cane
so havi a
for couple
ed, utilitie
Ed -Rai=
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Abbie'N Slats

NEW SOP
sets, $100
and niattr
top tables

by R. Van Buren

YOU'RE TELLING 41E/
I THOUGHT I WAS HAVING
A NIGHTMARE ABOUT
DROWNING,AND wHEN
I WOKE UP...

YEAH, BIRO--IT'S)
WET TER lJ NOR.ff
THAN IT IS COUGH ,=
OLITS/00/

25 NICE
492-8626.
SLAMIE
weeks oh
753.6762NO regre
Lustre cl
fully. Rei
$1. Weste
"The Wi!
REGISTEl
months a
ICE MAC
see at Fe
7534669.

Lil' Abner

by Al Capp
-BUT >0U WOULDN'T WANT
TO SMUDGE ANY FINGERPRINTS THAT COULD LEAD
TO HIS KILLIMS,
WOULD You?

Gar

WE
RUFFLES,
BENNY-50T WE
DIDN'T GET THE
EVIDENCE!! IT'S
,SEWED INTO TN'
LININ'O'HIS
COAT!!

FRIGIDA.
condition.

OW% LIMES
IMILPID41) ON it
QRTTlior THAT 11,

PANAS01
tape reoo
AC-DC
1028. An
rophone
switch,
hod bee
reel and
Splicing
Used one
753-3147
9:00 P. I

COATII

!!:

TWO wit
pd size a

ITS
4

and uple
to Rent
Big
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(UPI) the Yonne
for fish a several
- Lund an
gold coins

(Continued From Pam I)
5 Live one day at a time. 6.
Fight bigotry and bias. 7. Build
on your self respect.

•

Mexican
eigns and
e spotted
• the river
k on a new

Under Recognize your own
worth he lists the following
steps to take.
1. Live in the present.
2. Seek a goal for today not for tomorrow.
3. Do one thing et a time.
Seek one goal at a time.
4. Stop criticizing yourself; stop
criticizing others.
5. See veuraelf with kind eyes.
13. Relax. Forgive others. For
give yourself.
7. See yourself at your best.
8. Keep up with yourself.
9. Declare war on negative feelings.
10. Keep in the stream of life's
activity.

handed
investigaMR MLR

FOR &ALS

aoop PROBLEMS: We have the
answer. Apply ASV/ roof with
Uyles Filitated Asphakt Aluminum for only 3 cents per
square foot. Seals out rain, isvitiates sod reduces interior
temperature by 18 degrees.
Wean for years. Ask about special 20 gallon drum price at
Hughes Paint Store
June-25C

s PULZie
ROM
I DEVI
21
Gil!.13,
I Pirtll

min

I an

TWO good used tillers, one 3
HP end one 4 HP. Three used
Lawn mowers. Two nice medium
Lie refrigerators. Bilbrey's Car
& Hoene Supply, Main Street.
M-28-C
hone 733-6817.

350 YAMAHA motorcycle. 180C
J-1-C
miles. Phone 753-1294.
1

22

• H A
BREAK !

For Sale or Trade
ONE RED TICK
COONHOUND

1968 BSA Motorcycle, Firebird
scrambler, 800 miles. Phone 753J-2-NC
3657 after 5:00 p. m.

Will trade for pump shot
gun or automatic rifle.

1965 MOBILE home, 10 x 40',
one bedroom. James Gibson,
M-30-C
733-7940.

Call 753-3205
(After Six O'clock)
M-211C

17' STARCRAPT Travel Trailer, complete with bath room,
stove, hot and cold water, beat,
TV antenna, sleeps four. Excel.
lent condition, call 753-4978 afM-29-NC
ter 3 p. m.

15 CUBIC FOOT deep freeze.
Like new. Call 733-3278 before
M-28-C
9 a. m.

Ed

Uren
•

MAW
COUGH :f
/PO/ 4

•

Polices On Student
Unrest To Be Outlined
In Governor's Speech

.1
1.1

Women
_Staffle
In Coiiir7

NEW SOFA and matching chair
sets, $100.00. New box spring
A brief scuffle erupted in the
and mattress sets, 00.00. Glass
top tables. Phone 733-3616.
rear of the McCracken circuit
TFC Courtroom Wednesday morning
after Dennis Ray Brown,
Mare
pigs.
26 NICE feeder
charged in March with rape,
31.20-C
492-8626.
was given a two-year sentence
eight on a reduced charge of detainKITTENS,
weeks old- Seel Point. Phone ing a woman.
'The incident involved Mrs.
153-6762.
Brown, wife of the deGloria
Blue
NO regret, the beet yet:
and her mother who
fendant,
Lustre cleans carpets beauti were arguing with the prosecutfully. Relit electric shiinpooer ing witness, an 18-year-old girl
111. Western Auto, Home of from Princeton who was a stuM-30-C
"The Wishing Well".
dent at Draughon's Business
the alREGISTERED Angus bull, ten College at the time of
leged rape.
months red. Phone 436-3611s
M30-C
Courtroom baliffs broke up
scuffle which included hairthe
ICE MACHINE, 250 pound bed; pulling and a loud exchange of
Phone
see at Fenton & Hodge.
words.
M-30-C
733-4869.
Mrs. Brown was charged with
conduct and given a
good
disorderly
tor,
refrigera
IRE
FRIGIDA
of 2500 by circuit
fine
1TP
suspended
753-2200.
Phone
condition.
Judge J. Brandon Price. The
woman was also put on probaPANASONIC saki state portable tion for a period of one year.
tape reoorder. Two tape speeds. "Under the circumstance, it
RQ
AC-DC opereteti Model No.
would not be proper to let her
1025. Accessories; Dyaamic mic- act In this manner without some
rophone with remote control penalty being assessed," the
switch, microphone case and judge said.
bend belt, radio cord R, 3
Price was referring to the fact
nal and a magneticerr phone. the girl who brought the charges
batteries.
end
Splicing tape
agreed to the reduced sentence.
Used one month, $4000 Phone Commonwealth Attorney Albert
before
733-3147 or 733-4875
TFNC Jones indicated the move was
9:00 p.
made because the girl did not
TWO window fens, also assort- want to go through with the
430- trial
ed Lie canning Jars- Phone
Brown surrendered himsejf to
228).
y Joe Grace alter
attorne
ITSixampensive to clean rugs charges were brought against
Lea.
Blue
with
y
upholster
and
him in March. He was charged
tre. Rent electric ahamposser $1. with raping the girt near Yeiser
Rig K_
Street about 11 Dm, March 30

IIAMESE

.0"
VA

hi•

HOPING FOR THREE STRAIGHT - Margo Mantle
(standing) of Bardwell, a sophomore at Murray State Uralversify, prepares her wardrobe for her trip to the annual
Mountain Laurel Festival at Pine Mountain State Park near
Pineville May 28-31. She will represent the university in
competition to select a festival queen. Assisting her is her
e.
roommate, Nancy Watson of Arlington, also a sophomor
Miss Mantle, a 5-3 brown-eyed brunette, will be tiling to
third
bring the title of queen back to Murray State for the
Carolyn
straight year. The two previous winners were Mrs.
er In
Albert Coryell in 19611 and Mrs. Kay PInkley Roedemel
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

REGISTERED Angus cow with
good Charlois bull call, $390.00
PIANOS and Organs, Baldwin.
or both. Phone 753-7373.
pianos
new
Used,
or
buy.
Rent
M-29-C
LonOffice,
Post
Acroas from
ardo Piano Co., Paris, Tenn.
WRINGER-TYPE washing maFRANKFOFtT, Ky. (UPS) H-M-29-C chine. In working condition.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn is expectSell cheap. Phone 753-1346.
ed to outline the policies of his
M-29-P administration
follow
will
COMPLETE Auto License Directory for Calloway and Mar- FOUR camping trailers. Clean, henceforth when dealing with
shall Counties. Available June ready to go. Spare tire and campus unrest and disorders
let. Orders mot be in advance. mattreeses. Go camping at your during a major address on the
Price 215.00. Write Box 628 or convenience. Clifford's Gulf, at subject tonight.
-M-29-C Five Points, phone 753-9091.
In what has been termed a
phone 753-5572.
"personalized speech" which
M-29-C
WANT SOMEONE to take over
took nearly a week to draft, a
payments on almost new double
n for the governor
spokesma
PO, MIT
keyboard Hammond Organ and
said today Nunn will clearly
Model 147 Leslie tone cabinet
distinguish between positive,
Call Mika, de" 753-3952, alter NICE furnished tem bedroom peaceful
campus demonstrations
11-39-P apartment with knefseas end dem and those that become intoler430, 733-4977.
Carpeted and air conditionecL
TIRE SALE. Gulf 4-ply, white- Couples only. located 100 South able because of disorder or viowall, 815 a 13; 825 x 14; 775 x 13th Street. Kelly's Pest Con- lence.
Nunn's address will be delivT. paid. You thoL
M-311C
14, $19.95. F.
ered to the senior class of
can not afford to pan up this
tire deal. Clifford's Gulf, at TWO BEDROOM furnished ga- Frankfort High School. His son,
rage apartmeot, carpeted, fan Steve, will graduate during the
Five Points, phone 753-9091.
M-29-C cad In back yard. Phone 753{- ceremonies.
111-76-P
6119.
The spokesman said Nunn has
OLD KITCHEN table, refinishgreatly concerned late
become
apart.
ROOM
furnished
ed in antique green, 54' x 36' THREE
Kentuckians may lose
that
ly
need
$1540. Phone 753-6073. M-29-C merit with private bath,
e in the state's col
confidenc
campus. Boys or married con) leges and universities because
M-2114
ple. Phone 753-8921.
of demonstrations. But he said
2 GERRAD turn tables( No
the governor would point out
A-70 and Lab-80). One Gibson
WANTED TO MY
that the Commonwealth haa
amplifier, one four drawer file
;been a leader among the states
ba3
.
.,,
cabinet, one Notional cash re- WANTED T° buy' gmd
in a lack of campus violence._
gister (for service station or Phone 753-3127.
He termed Nunn's speech a
grocery). 2 bicycles, 1970 Mav- NAN'TED to bey used piano.
bump "workable program for tranerick oar, 1966 Fairlane 500 sta- Phone 435-4982.
quality and social progress" on
tion weeon with air. Phone 753M-29-C WANT TO BUY used 18,000 the campuses
1497 after 4:00 p. m.
3TU air condoner.Phone 753The spokesman also indicated
FOR SALE or rent: five room 3685 or 753-200.
M-30-C Nunn may announce a step that
house, closed in garage, on 207
*will enable the student populaSouth 15th. Street, two blocks
tion to become effectively infrom campus. Wail finance. Alvoided in environmental proso hays a fumishe apartment
blems.
furnishg
lverytltin
for couple.
The address will be carried
call
or
See
all.
aod
ed, utilities
by .a statewide radio netYe.
-C
6....1130
-Ricirman,-063-558
-EDT..
*Orli at 8 pAL

.2

r,

WEANING pigs. Phone 753M-38-C

IANO, Balwin scrosonlc, spinLimed oak finish, $500.00.
ONE USED Frigidaire electric
M-28-C
733-5541.
range( custom Imperial) double
O GOOD used refligeratoraoven. One used Frigidaire frost
nably priced. Dunn's TV
proof refrigerator-freezer. 1201
Appliance, 118 South 12th
South lath Street. Phone 753M-22-C
9289. Next to the Nazarene
J-1-P
Church.
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You can see from this that what
a person thinks of himself is
vital to his well being and mental health. A person who HUAI
little of himself and his capabilities, feels that others will
the same. You must think
well of yourself, if you will do
well.

business and professional
BRAZILIANS TOUR. UNIVERSITY: Four of seven Brazilian
W. Barthelemy, left,
John
Or.
as
intently
listen
months
men touring West Kentucky for two
State University, explains the prodirector of the speech and hearing center at Murray
Facchini, a lawyer who is In charge of
gram. Left to right, the Brazilians are: Euri lod•s
throat specialist; Eronilde Rewire, an
and
nose
eye,
ear,
an
Heckler,
Atlanta
Dr.
group;
the
s in a university. The seven are
economic
teaches
who
Juchem,
Jose
economist, and Curs,*
Foundation's Study Exchange
in the state under provisions of the Rotary International
Program.

Allied
(Contin4d From Page 1)
killed in action in Vietnam and
Cambodia, 75 less than the previous seven-day period. But
South Vietnamese casualties
last week rose to their .second
highest level of the year witn
734 men killed. The allies re
ported killing 3,321 North Vietnamese and Viet Cong.

Young Demos io Pay Tribute
To Alben Barkley On Friday

The First District Young Dem- the Democratic Party, are sponocrats, in cooperation with the soring an Alben Barkley MemoriKentucky Young Democrats and al Dinner at the Ken-Bar Inn May
29.
street fighting.
Former Governor Edward BreMilitary spokesmen in Phnom
Penh said the Viet Cong and athitt will give the eulogy to the
North Vietnamese penetrated to former Vice - President from
Jefferson
center of the city before the Western Kentucky.
the
A report on the four - hour
ch
"1 - When someoneL tells you battle in the far northern quar- Cambodian garrison regrouped County Judge Todd Hollentu
counter- will be the main speaker for the
the children are beautiful . . . ter of South Vietnam today said to mount a successful
were meeting. A number of other state
say they take after their mother. a battalion of North Vietnamese attack. No casualty figures
officials, legislative leaders and
"2 - With your arms around infantrymen about 600 soldiers given.
fighter- area legislators are expected to
Phantom
F4
you
US.
A
say
-law
mother-in
your
stormed out of the jungle at
Cambodia attend.
know why her daughter is such 1:30 a.m. and tried to overrun bomber crashed in
to what spokesmen said
a dream.
Vietnamese artillery due
Everyone who wishes to pae
South
a
Wednes"3 - Feed her the first bite of base 15 miles south of Quang were unknown causes
tribute to Barkley is urged to
aircraft
American
30th
.
.
day, the
our Russell Stover candy .
attend.
Tn.
lost in the Cambodian offensive
at the same time look into her
The event will begin at 7:00
were listed
crewmen
two
NEW YORK (UPI)-Stocks
The
North
76
eyes.
Field reports listed
p.m. in the Barkley Room of the
opened strong in moderately "4 - When you're holding her Vietnamese slain against South as missing.
cost the Inn, Tickets for the dinner are
active trading today.
chair while she sits down . . . Vietnamese losses of three men Cambodia fighting
out S5.00 each and may be obtained
troops
American
61
of
of
lives
biggest
its
squeeze
The list scored
don't forget a gentle
killed and two wounded. The
a last locally by contacting Sid Easley
single-day advance on record her waist. . . as she gets seated. South Vietnamese reported cap- of 142 slain in Indochin
week, the US. Command said in the County Attorney's office
Wednesday as the Dow Jones - Be sentimental . . . call turing 40 weapons.
Another 808 GIs were wounded, in the Court House, or by conNorth
industrial average soared 32.04 her baby, darling, pussycat,
attacking
Some of the
249 of them in the cross-border tacting Ronnie Jackson at 435barbed
to 663.20, The previous top gain honey-baby.
Vietnamese reached the
4841.
.
offensive
at
closely
blue
her
watched
artillery
Watch
closely
for the
wire defense of the
casualty report
chip barometer was on Nov. 26, parties, interrupt any man who outpost before they were either The weekly
NOW YOU KNOW
Vietnamese losses
1963, when it closed up 32.03 in spends more than ten minutes burled back or killed by de. gave South
Prom international
United
wounded,
by
2,080
and
dead
as
734
tam.
the _first session following the
lenders who were helped by with Communist deaths put at
whale has about 3,blue
The
unobwhile,
t
a
of
Presiden
in
day
battleOnce
the
"7
on
senorr
helicopter gunships. The
kidneys.
000
Alain.
3,321
garbage.
the
out
tion.
take
assassina
huns
served,
Kennedy'
field was illuminated by
Shortly after the opening, the
dreds of aerial flares.
UPI
marketwide indicator
The report on discovery of
showed a gain of 1.45 per cent A geed reeder brings in the fol- the COSVN base camps lent
on 330 issues crossing the tape. lowing from the May issue of weight to claims by U.S. officAdvances outdistanced declines, Parts Pups. It was written by ials ,in Washington that the
was pay22'7 to 46.
Bob Roberts. commentator for Cambodian offensive
American Telephone opened Station EV1 in Seattle. Parts ing great dividends.
1/8 higher at 44% on a block of Pups got it from Editor Bob
Guerilla troops in Cambodia
10,000 shares, while Magic Chef Schick of Elgin, Joliet and East- this morning shelled and then
gained 17/a to 15. J. C. Penney er Railway's "J-Milepost".
surged into the provincial capadvanced 7/11 to 40%, but Sears,
ital at Prey Veng 35 miles east
Roebuck held mchanged at
of Phnom Penh but were redriven out at midafter502.
your own ported
after several hours of
noon
In the automotive group, grudges. 3. Recognize
Learn to control fear.
Ford edged up Va to 407,8, with worth. 4.
to 2158.
Chrysler also ahead
An advertisement by Russell
Stover candy gets a lot of attention. This store in Decatur.
Illinois, advises husbands who
have forgotten to bring their
woes rtussell Stover candy to
follow this schedule:

Today's
Stock Market

GRADUATION SALE

I've had it!

Two Ball

"There's something that needs to be said about this
country. And since no one seems to have the gumption to
say it, I guess it's up to me.
Overbey, Jim Ransom and Ele"I've had it up to here with persons who are trying
anor Diuguid.
ely to tear my country apart. And it'd way past
deliberat
E. J. Haverstock, Betty High,
at Me that tired old wheeze about being a
to
throw
time
Hal High and Nancy Haverstock.
Flag-waver. You're damned right I'm a Flag-waver, and .
Don Robinson, Frances MilI got the right to-be one the hard way.
ler, George Overbey and ..agneil
-Iwi it with.41uhescent_punksselft-__
-pity, who make 444801‘1113x2rioalotieg- riassiz-birth into a
No. 4 tee 9:00 ause..-Z-sdidn't
(Continued From Page 1)

Holmes Ellis, Trene Chitwood,
Vernon Cohoon and Reba OverOAKS LADIES DAY
bey.
Harbert Chitwood, Bobbie
littom %....adweW wes mks
Garrison, Gingles Wallis and
della for the regular ladies
Betty Lowry.
wit held Wednesday at
Cook Sanders, Venela Sexton,
Oaks Country Ga. M
John Watson and Madelyn
Mdsidl had kw mstb and Lamb.
Sheila Grcuan was the golf hos- No. 7 tee 9:00 a.m.tess.
Henry Fulton, Betty Lou Farris, Pete Hulse and Betty Scott.
Steve Doran, Juliet Willis,
For women tilt- I all then Sam Spiceland and Euldene RoWill be knickers. laut.i not tha binson.
Cecil Farris, Frances Hulse.
feminine version of the old plus
Junior Garrison and Billie Co.
fours men-wore.
boon.

Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

WASHINGTON - Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird, promising
to at least meet President Nikon's goal et- withdravring 150,000
U. S. troops from Vietnam within a year:
"I assure you that we will meet or beat our announced withdrawal
program,"
CAP li KENNEDY - Edgar M, Cortright, chairman of the Apollo
13 investigating board , explaining the oxygen tank explosion
aboard the moonship which aborted the last moon mission:
"A special detanking procedure which has applied to the No.2
oxygen tank of the Apollo 13 service module before launch probably
resulted in major damage to the wiring insulation in the tank."
WASHINGTON -Sen. Robert J. Dole, R-Kan,, rommeetin on
the formation of a mini-filibuster against a Senate move to limit
President Nixon's military operation in Cambodia:
"We believe that. every day that passes there is more and more
support for the President."
WASHINGTON -Indonesian President Suharto, alluw for the
withdrawal of all troops from Cambodia:
"If we really desire peace, then . . . the physical occup.ition
DI a nation by another should be stopped."

world which-to use- their sissy expression----they

make. .
"Well, I didn't make the world I was born in either.
And neither did the menbalevolewho are worthy of
and anode something out
respect They just went a
of it.
"The men I grew up with were fetched up in a logging
They were immigrant sons of every cast-off race
there is. And they didn't have a hell of a lot of knowledge
at home to start theth off, either.

"But I can write you a song about the son of a Po
Valley cosi miner who became a nationally renowned
physicist; about doctors, lawyers, teachers, forestry spe-.
cialists, conservation experts and men of the cloth-in the
Seattle-Tacoma area-who came out of that logging

camp. And about the son of a -Danish mechanic who is
one of the best friends I've got.
"So don't give mc .your whining, whimpering, selfpitying clap-trap about how this country is letting you
down.
"I've had it with hippies. brain1Nrintellecttrals, writers
who can't write, pointers who can't paint, teachers who

can't teach, administrators who can't administrate, entertainers who fancy themselves soeiologists, and those'who castigate the very men who have done the most to
in
-demonstrate to all Of us the most important quality

America . . . individual enterprise and responsibility.
"I've had it with thcse cerebral giants who think it's
Mart to invite drug advocates to lecture in their etasmoms, and with teaching curilisities like that one in the
Mercer Island School District who invited a revolutionary
spokesman to dispense a lecture on Flag-burning.
de"I've had it with people who are setting about
liberately to rip up mankind's noblest experiment in
decency.
"And I'm going to tell you something. If you think
you're going to tear,down my country's flag and destroy
institutions my friends arid members of,,my family have
fought and died for-you're gOing to hpe to climb over
Me first.
- "And buddy, you'd better get up awful early in the
morning."

Editor's Mee. Radio Commentator Bob Roberts of Station KW
in Seattle wrete the alem e Imes. Our thanks to Editor Bolt
Schick of Elgin, Joliet and Eastern Railtedy's "I-Milepost" for
permission to reprint.

ATTENTION M.S.U. STUDENTS!!

We are offering you your choice of
our fine selection of new Oldsmobiles
and Pontiacs at tremendous saving,
as an introductory offer to Oldsmobile and Pontiac!

_ Shlirsifis

leo .

On Some Models
We have financing to suit your needs,
including a School Teacher Plan: Under the School Teacher Plan you do
not make payments during the summer months while not teaching!
•
To qualify you must use your MSU
ID Card. This entitles you to receive
the Student Discount, and our lowest
interest rate available if you prefer
financing.
To qualify for the School Teacher
Plan, you must have a teaching position at the present or in the process of
receiving your teaching contract.
•
Brand New 1970 Model

PONTIAG T-37
2-Door Hardtop
g Our Student Sale for
Durin
Going

-- $2,495.00 --

SANDERS-PURDOM
• Main Street
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Letter To The Eider
Dear Editor:
In the fourth chapter of Daniel
we find that the kingdom of God
is an everlasting letngclmn and in
the 3rd chapter and the 44th and
45th verses it says that God will
set up a kingdom that will never
be destroyed but it would destroy
all other kingdoms of the earth.
In the 16th chapter of Matthew,
verses 18 and 19 Jesus the Son
of God, tells His Disciples that
He would build His church and
that He would give the keys to
His Kingdom. Now in the 28th
chapter, 18th, 19th and 20th verses He tells them that all power
In Heaven and earth had been
given to Him, so He gives them
some final instructions what to
do, and tells them that He will be
with them until the end of the
world. In the 2nd chapter of the
Book of Acts we find that Christs
church was established and the
disciples used the keys to open
the door to His kingdom, that
would last forever, and would
destroy all the other kingdoms
of the world.
So today the church must have
the faith of Joshua. You remember, when God by the hand of
Moses led the children of Israel
out of Egyptian bondage and had
promised to give them a land
flowing istth milk and honey.
So Moses sent 12 spies into this
land to see what kind of land it
was. Ten of the spies came back
with an evil report. They said it
Is a rich and wonderful country
but we can never take it, it is
just fall of giants, it is a land
that just eats up its people. We
are like grasshoppers in comparison to them. You'll find this
In the book of numbers, chapter
13 verses 31, 32 and 33. Joshua
and Caleb agreed it was a woo
derfnl land and that they had
nothing to fear, that God had
promised them the land and that
He would go with them and give
the land to them. But by the
teaching of the ten spies the
people had lost their faith in
God. So they had to wander in
the wilderness 40 years. until
all the faithless adults were
dead. But then by the hand at
Joshua God led all the youngst•
generation across the Jordm
river into the promised land.
in the Book of Joshua, chapter
21 and verses 43, 44 and 45
we are told that God kept His
promise to the Israelites in fall.
Just so it is today. We have trap
land spies in our land, scaring
the people with all kinds of Omits. The intellectual giants teaching fake ideas. Then there are
people teaching God is deed.Some
even in the name of religbn teach
that the Bible is not the inspired
word of God, that the virgin
birth of Jesus is a myth, that
the miracles of the Bible are
all fables. We also have the atheist giants who deny the edstance
of God. Dark clouds are gathering
fast. But we still have a few Joshuas on this earth today who believe that the kingdom that Jesus
Christ established is an everlasting kingdom, and will break
into pieces and destroy all other
kingdoms on the earth.
We Mow that God made a two
pronged promise to sates in the
Garden at Edam God said, "I
will put enmity between thee
and the 1,131112D and between thy
seed and her seed; It shall bruise
thy head and thou shall bruise
his heel." You we know that by
the seed of the devil, the heel
of Jesus the seed of the 1P0Man
was bruised, when His physical
betirenbsiuseraleneENSire
of Calvary. But when dews came
forth from the grave triumphant
over death, we need no other
proof, that the other part of God's
promise will be fulfilled For
when Jesus comes the second
time; the head of the devil will be
bruised, when he and all of his
*Wavers will be cast into the
lake of fire, which will burn forever, But the kingdom of God,
which was established by God's
Son, the seed of the woman will
never be destroyed, So we need
not be scared by the giants of
today. God has never failed to
keep His promise.
Medye Christenber ry
Route 1, Murray, Ky.
-

REMEMBER SHUT-INS,
PROCLAMATION SAYS

Smiley, June 7, tan been proclaimed "Shut-Ln's Day in Kentucky" by Gov. Louie B. Nunn.
He urged citizen& neighbors
and Mends to remember then
oonfined to their hornet, hospitals or other tnetitulione with
visite and small gilts, and to
eitinue the practice throughout the year.
(ARSON CITY, Nev. (UPI)--Who says money is tight and
business is suffering/
Nevada's gambling casinos
reported record winnings of
$132.8 million during the first
three months of 1970. The
record take, before taxes and
business rcpenses, Increased
19.4 per cent over the same
quarter of Ig6")
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COUPON

VALUABLE

MOWER-AMA

SUPER-MOW

$5.00
This valuable Big K Coupon worth $5.04 on the
purchase of any Power Mower less than $45.00.

Here is your chance to get rid of your old mower and
be the proud owner of a dependable, discount priced,
Big K Mower! Saturday, May 30th, Big K will give
you *5.00 & '10.00 for any mower that you can push,
pull, or drag in their store on Memorial Day. Just bring
in the coupon in this ad and your old mower will be
worth money at Big K. All mowers sold assembled.

EXPIRES SAT., MAY 30th. 10

I.

K

VALUABLE

t.)

3-H.P. BRIGGS & STRATTON
ENGINE

COUPON c

$10.00

a
Wit#LCQuixoti)kncl Trod. In $3488

on the
This valuable Big K Coupon worth $10.00
more.
or
M5.10
Mower
Power
any
purchase of
EXPIRES SAT.. MAY 30th. '70

SlittIALI
CHIEFTAN
VAC 0-MATIC
3-H.P. BRIGGS & STRATTON
1/2-H.P. BRIGGS & STRATTO
ENGINE

ENGINE
,,22v CUT - 1" WHEELS

r

DYNA-MOW
3-H.P. BRIGGS & STRATTON
ENGINE
\
Ballbearing Wheels
20" CUT $4488
r/ith Coupon And Tr'ade In

21" CUT - 7" WHEELS

d0111 miss OUt

With Coupon And Trade In

$3988

With Coupon And Trade In

ON 71■1ESE SAVINGS

Viva

PAPER
TOWELS

18" PORTABLE

BARBEQUE GRILL

White Or Assorted
Large Rolls

Extra Sturdy
Brass Finish Legs •
3 Adjustable Positions

INSTANT

NEMA
100% Tea

No Addatives

200 Count

100 Count

R
PAPE
PAPER
INS
NAPK
PLATES
•

. 3 Or. Jar

2

$

For

$277

20 LB. BAG

5 QUART SIZE $888
HAND OPERATED

99C

FOR
EW from

CHARCOAL
BRIQUETS

CE CREAM
FREEZER

FOR LONGER
LASTING
ROLLER SETS

to

SETTING
LOTION
PROVIDES-BODY, BOUNCE,
FULLNESS, SHAPE
FEEL AND HOLD
S OZ. SIZE

First fun, one-step way
to cover gray or
brighten dull, fading hair.
Push-button easy.
11 true-to-life shades.

REGULAR &
EXTRA HOLD

1 BEt. AIR SHOPPING CENTER
'
9'

SUN 1 6 pm

anttg-cto

Foam-in
Hair Color

PRICES GOOD SATURDAY, MAY 30th ONLY—
9

/Ofti•

Magic
wmtntMoment

S
.BANKAMERICARD

.

$3988

S4488

mgertip Wheel
Adjustment $4888

$38u

$3988

‘1 11T
21\

FREE
PARKING

77

1 1,.;,/fo

109.1 a,and
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ins unless
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after June
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3-bedroom '
Lek heat, n
es, nice al
from Unive
under 620,1
LOCATED 4
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irk heat,
garage, den
;14,000.00.
ON SYGO
have a 3-be
shady lot fo
is now re
shown by
ON NORTH
a very nk
house with
$12,600. 01
town. lies 1
owners will
$61.86 mon
IN PINERI
vision we
2 bedroom
house furni
large Lana
electric bed
$9,250.
JUST LIST
with mode
Has tobeco
2 garages,
well and
hest, .carpe
$22,000.
3-BEDR001§
Kentucky L
from Murr
road. His
paved driv
under $20,f
A LITTLE
iodated at
a tri level
utility, air
ful drapes.
like new,
lawn. Must
preciate.
4-BEDR001
13th, with
well to we
conditioned
anbena and
vacant Poe
priced at $
ON NORTH
a wonderful
a 2.bodroo
twee—frimisi
lot 100' z
$365.00 Pr
ed in 129;
meet let a
YOU WILI
▪any more
erts Realty,
call Hoyt
1651.

ON MELR
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room, panel
fireplace,
built in api
trel heat in

BEAUTLFIT
tact designe
level bons
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Over MOO
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Replace. LI
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extras such
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NOTICE

Briy,S0,71ree
W
serdavitFI
rmkorixTHE

row - BEDROOM

unturtaidaed
duplex apaatment. Plume Ittln
TIC
9468.

NOTICE
NOTICII

REAL IMITATE POE SALM
NOTICE: on June 1st all property listed wth Roberts Realty
will be placed on Multiple Lading unless owner request that
it not be. This will mean that
after June the lit there will be
38 people to assail in neuritis
buyers for your property at no
extra cod to you. If you have
property to sell int it with Roberta Realty and have the set
vantage of 16 years Real Estate
eaperienne. In considering us
ask the people who have dealt
with us, we welcome your in-
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GUY SPANN
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
Has Moved to a New Location...
901 Sycamore Street
Former Location of Humphrey's Grocery

REAL ESTATE POE SALE
FINANCING can be arranged
on this new 3-bedroom brick
home at 1615 Beimonte. Has
central heat and air, wail to
wall carpeting, kitchen builtins, 1% baths, large lot. 1Mmediate occupancy. Priced at
;19,500.
ON LYNN GROVE Hwy. we
have a 3-bedroom house and a
duplex with two 3 bedroom
units fully furnished. Take your
pick for $21,000. Owner will finance at 7% interest.

NOTIC31
10th ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION
Gifts for the Graduates
FOR HIM
Singer Electric
TYPEWRITER $13$
FOR HER
New Singer Portable
SEWING MACHINE $0

Murray Sewing
Center

NICE FURNISHED air conditioned apartments for college
pea. Call 75$-61011 or 753-68611
TIC
FURNISHED apantaesota Ned
private rooms for wile. hordP•
Call 753-5108 or 753-6111311.
toy
FOUR-BEDROOM brick ho-,
Paneled dmi. New furnace.
area. $133.00 per moidk.
••
Sharpe. Call 733-6267 Ell
TIC
2474468.

City of Murray Business Privilege
and Vehicle Licenses Are Due
The City Clerk's office Will be open
Friday, May 29th, but will be closed
Saturday, May 30th. Due to the last
day of May being on Sunday, the
10% penalty will not be added on all
licenses until June 2nd. Monday, June
1st is the last day to avoid the penalty.

DUPLEX furnished apartmentWestwood Subdivision. For summer semester. Phone 782-2996
J-1-P
or 753-6731.
THREE-BEDROOM furnished ON
pertinent for boys. Utilities SIN
nished 1641 Killer AM
phone 753-1775.

EXCEPTIONALLY nice 3 bedTWO-BEDROOM furnished s
Raman brick home, 5
room
VeatiSati°13partment, available Jams L
miles east of Murray. This home
WE HAVE 2, 4-bedroom houses
Your Singer Sewing Nailer
Carpeted, air-conditioned. Maid
has just about all the features
in Canterbury Estates Subdivi
Bel Air Shooting. Center
cenng
includi
,,
car
8.
want,
baths,
24
'753-389
have
would
both
you
non,
8 a.m.-9 p.m., Mon.-Sat.
tral heat and air, fireplace, wall
pet, central heat and air-condiHOUSE TRAILER, located Is
1 p.m.-6 p.m. Sundays
to wall carpeting, foyer, 2 certioning, carpet, two oar garages.
Mobile Home Village. Phone
Air
and
kitchen
patio,
amic baths,
One has large shady lot, dish14-30-C
WANTED
5 or 753-3482.
753-389
NOTICR
Top
etc.
and
a,
s,
laundry apple
washers, ranges, disposal
POE
SAL/
AUTOS
which
rkers, ono ONE-BEDROOM furnished ge
quality throughout.
many other nice features
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- WANTED: Homewo
LOOKING FOR a lake cottage? 1960 JIM% four wheel drive, vice, Box 218, Murray, Ey, C. lope addressers. Send self-ad- rage apartment. Private entran
mu.* be seeen to appricate. This
ed
e for re. Phone 753-8781.
M-294
We have a completely furnish
subdivision is in the Murray
Low mileage, has two' tops. Call M. Sanders. Phone 3824468 dressed stamped envelop
has a suite of offices at this location also. Call
2 bedroom split level with wall 153-71350.
complete details. Kaafatrrees
City School System.
y.
le,
Kentuck
TIC
Lynnvil
day
RS,
TRAILE
CAMPING
753-7150 for his services.
to wall carpeting, electric heat,
WE HAVE a 4-bedroom house
June-16-C 1474 N. Grand St.. Wabash,
ins
or
d,
ces.
Minn
week.
weeken
applian
sion,
all
r
Subdivi
oner,
Junsala
Acres
conditi
ew
'50
46992.
air
FORD Station Wagon. Zsin Plainvi
Clif
time.
summer
cottage
aid
n
gacar
good
vacatio
twoa
s
Prifor
baths,
e
Suitabl
cellest rowing condition. Call CITY OF Murray Busines
that has two
s. Apply in ford's Gulf, at Five Points
11-38-C vilege and vehicle licenses es WANTED: Waitres
or year-round living. Only 753-8573.
rage, fireplace, carpet, central
vais
house
lst. These licenses person at Tom's Pissa Palace. phone 753-9091.
.
May
pired
110,500
heat and air. This
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
3-BEDROOM BRICK, 3 miles 1961 VALIANT, $50.00. Phone must be purchased before Aim
cant, possession with deed.
FURNISHED HOUSE with oar
M-29-C lit to avoid a 10% penalty.
Business Phone 753-7724
S. E. of Murray. Has ceramic 753-4032.
ON RYAN Avenue we have a
D: Yard boy to work bedroom, living room, kitchen
WANTE
MainC at motel. References required.
bath, hardwood floors, large 1970
3-bedroom brick with den, elecpick-up
CHEVROLET
and carport. Phone 753-1859.
Home Phones: Guy Spann, 753-2587: Louise k3aker,
kitchen-family
utility
room,
tric heat, air conditioning, drapM-30-C
8.
474-238
Phone
V-8
custom
autotruck,
cab,
753Dunn,
e
Prentic
;
753-8919
Ray,
753-2409; Onyx
room, 3/4 acre lot. Available matic. 1967 Olds 98 Luxury sees, nice shady lot, one block
10th ANNIVERSARY
$111,full
only
or
female,
5725.
at
priced
ed
,
Male
D:
Priced
furnish
campus
WANTE
ity
OM
15th.
Univers
BEDRO
July
from
TWO
dan with factory air and all
CELEBRATION
or part time. Apply in person, house, Panorama Shores. Pine
000.
tinder $20,000.00.
Cain
new
tires.
power.
Brand
Grecian Steen House. 11-29-C paneling, available September
ON MAYFIELD Ifighway, 3- and Taylor pun Station. CornLOCATED corner 14th and Popbedroom frame house with white er of tith and Main
lar a 3-bedroom house with elec1970. P'hooe 753-5087 after
11-29-C
WANTED: Man to trim hedge 1,
Auff011 POE SALO
M-30-P
AUTOS POE MLR
asbestos shingles. Full basep. m.
tric beat, wall-to-wall carpet,
5:00
Ind trees. Phone Mrs. Tucker
ment, separate garage, screened
garage, den, and priced at only
camp
with
M-30-P
truck
cinDODGE
0.
ed
1960
753-323
furnish
OM
BEDRO
TWO
porches, 200' x ISO' lot. Good
$14,000.00.
New Singer canister-typo
house. Available July
po- ex. Good condition. May be
of
black
lots
der
with
y
propert
rental
MurOUR
at
JOIN
open
ONS
JOB POSITI
Vacuum Cleaner
ON SYCOMARE Street we
seen at 1713 Calloway, 11-28-P
conditioned. Pine Bluff
tential.
ray State University. Refriger- 1. Air
be given away May 30
have a 3-bedroom brick on nice
will
Phone 753-5087 after
ECONOMY DRIVE
doubleShores.
m
bedroo
3
NEW
door
four
qual,
LIKE
ation repair man. Must be
1967 BUICK LaSatire
11-30-P
shady lot for $14,500. This house
10th
Big
our
of
close
or
m.
the
p.
at
5:00
with
home,
mobile
wide
ified in repair, installation and
;edam factory air and power.
is now rented and must be
furniture. Located only Local car. Black vinyl roof. 1967 Anniversary Sale! Register
th four door
Plymou
equipwithout
1968
ation
onrefriger
conditi
g
only.
air
servicm
OM
tment
BEDRO
appoin
TWO
shown by
hardtop Fury III. Air
a short distance frcen Kentucky Buick Skylark four door hard- often . . nothing to buy!
ment. Two Refrigeration appren- ed trailer. Phone 753-4669.
We have traded for several
ON NORTH 18th Street we have
wired
is
aid power. Extra nice, Lake, on a 4 acre tract
1140-C
tices, two ainconditioning aptop Gotd with black vinyl roof.
older model cars, now we
a very nice 2.-bedroom frame
$1995.00.
power. Tintand plumbed for ten addition- Factory air and
prentices; one rooter helper;
house with large shady lot for
need the space and will sell
al trailer spaces. Owner must ed glass all the way around.
three night time janitors; one TWO BEDROOM trader, air
$12,600. Owners are leaving
the following cars at low
1969 GALA= convertible, sell due to failing health.
Rent
Cain mid Taylor Gulf Station. Your Singer Sewing Dealer
dedivery man. Apply tor the a- ,conditioned, shady lot.
% loam that
top,
white
town. Has FHA
with
Red
prices:
36 ACRE Farm with a com- Corner of 6th and Main. 111-29-C
g Center
s at the Personne1 '650.00 per month. Phone 489Shoppin
position
Air
Bel
bove
and
g
owners will treader. Payments
power steerin
14-30-C
pletely remodeled 2 bedroom
Services, Administratioo Build 3623.
•
8 a.m.-9 p.m., Mon. Sat.
$61.86 month.
brakes. One owne r, home. Located 6 miles S. E. 1967 CHRYSLER New Yorker 4Murray State
floor,
second
SubdiMg,
Shores
s
Sunday
p.m.
LUFF
1
p.m.-6
P1NEB
IN
12396.00.
of Murray on Layieock Road. door hardtop. Blue with black
II40-C
Unhandy.
vision we have a year around 1966 SIMCA 4-Door Seda n.
Has a 14 acre corn base, vinyl roof, factory air, power
Fatframe
WAGEN
Exn.
and
VOLKS
conditio
1968
good
Real
2 bedroom brick
Fal1965
brakes.
acre
g
and
30
D:
base.
steerin
WANTE
exPeramincr41 sales
back. Red, one owner, 1.31 acre tobacco.
cellent economy.
hand furnished. This house has
BRENDA COLEMAN will be
saybean crop goes with the con, 6 cylinder automatic. Cain back at Judy's Beauty Shop be- mow lopr doddine "aid Piece
local ma. Only $1695.00
large family room, fireplace,
Corn.
Station
Gull
Was $695.00 Now $495-N
T"..vlor
wadi
e
abM421 Mu
suskolgat,..agsw
ginning wedneaday, Mal sr sloodlif, &Pt.
eiectrie heat and is priced at t9s2 PONTIAC Tempest StaACME farm with a 2 bedroom er of 0th and Math
Imo c'ilmtre II two dbar, eces. M-30referen
Give
K.Y.
M3'.
and
friends
her
all
19,250.
cylinder, standard trans frame home with asbestos sid- 1966 CHEVROLET Impala four She invites
tion Wagon. Sound motpatrons to call her for
former
JUST LISTED a 40 acre farm
E.
S.
,
miles
6
mileage
Low
.
.about
mission
Located
Km
for reliable ma
ing.
or, real good transpordoor sedum with factory air and
Located Bel WANTED:
with modern 11-room house.
hturrey on Buchman Road. power. Brand new set of tires. an appointment.
tive ispleen-,
$79500.
to
Automo
of
sitioe
barn,
ofstock
an
us
Phone
tation. Make
Air Shopping Center.
Has tobacco barn,
s la Mums,
115,750.
busines
Parts
Priced
Rent
new
sedan
door
house,
four
88,
so
OLDS
J-1-C
1964
1965 CHEVROLET V-8,
fer!
\ 2 garages, smoke
ACRE FARM with 2 bedroom Local on with factory air and 763-5902.
and vicinity. Send complete is
transmission 19
tomatic
well and well house, electric
asbeswhite
Kenny, ram
frame home with
at 1960 CHRYSLER 4-Dr. Hardpower. Good local car. Cain and WANTED: Transportation to same to Box U.L.,
burgandy with matchheat, carpet and is priced
MSC
tos shingles, only 3 miles north Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of Paducah for Summer School. tuctr.
inextras,
0.
of
Lots
$1005.0
,
top.
interior
ing
.
$22,000
of Murray an US-641. Has sev 6th and Main.
Weekdays this summer or woof
11-28-C
sight
hi
oning.
NOTICE
brick
conditi
air
OOM
cluding
-BEDR
I
NOTKI
3
and an
uld be interested in forming a
1967 FORD, four door V8 eral farm outbuildings
Kentucky Lake and only 8 miler;
Make us an offer!
nt
Excelle
shop.
p
four
500,
clean-u
Galaxie
al.
75,11auto
FORD
1963
at
Speci
automatic.
car pool. Contact Dave
from Murray on good paved
location.
dour sedan. 1962 Buick station 1437, 1007 Main Street J-1-C
$1005.00.
road. Has % basement, earned, 1965 VOLKSWAGEN. Good
coon
land
of
Gulf
TRACT
and
Taylor
30 ACRE
wagon- Cain
condition, local car.
paved drive to street, priced
1969 FALCON two door, one unty road, 5 miles west of Mur- Station. Corner of 6th and Main. BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
Was $795.00 Now $645.66
under $20,000, owner. Low, low mile- ray. Good farming land or good
M-29-C -rent $10.00 monthly, rent apA LITTLE 3-bedroom doll house
at 111,000.
plies to purchase. Used spinet
11495-00$
Priced
age,
land.
pasture
Sedan.
or
is
This
4-Do
1966 DATS1JN
Located at 1105 Poplar.
1963 PONTIAC station wagon pianos and organs. Lonardo
e.
addabl
ng
Financi
,
large
1967 MUSTANG hardtop
Up to 30 miles per gala hi level with 2 baths,
SHINGLED house on with factory air and power. 1965 Piano Company "Your complete
V-8 automatic tranamia 3-ROOM
lon. Real economy.
utility, air conditioning, beauti3 miles north of Mur- Bonneville two door hardtop music store". Paris and Martin.
acres,
134
non. New car trade in.
H-M-29-C
ful drapes. Extra nice carpet,
Was $795.00 Now 1450.00
Good additional th power. 1964 Bonneville Tennessee.
US-841.
on
ray
Shinn $1495.00.
door hardtop. Dark blue
like new, garage, extra nice
highway fronton
site
g
buildin
ConverapImpala
to
CHEVY
folly
seen
1964
lawn. Must be
black vinyl roof, factory
1965 MUSTANG 2 Plus 2. age. Priced 16,000.
tible. Good top. black
preciate.
TV a STEREO SERVICE
steering, V-8, 17% ACRE FARM with 2-bed- be and all power. Car bought
Power
South
on
finish. Nice. -__ $515.16
4-BEDROOM brick
frame house, located on w in Memphis. Cain end Tay$1195.00.
rocon
Only
GE
clean.
Factory Trained Man
Gulf Station. Comer of 6th
13th, with 2 ceramic tile baths,
Old Salem RoadL A compact
Genuine Parts
1966 DATSUN "1600" Sports
111-29-C
Mainn
1964 CHRYSLER station wa- little farm for the modest price
well to well carpet, range, airWe also offer service on
Car. The hot one! Real
gon. One roomier. Air aid of $13,500.
conditioned, drapes, TV tower,
is
Sting Ray,
All Other Brands
nice. 2 to choose from.
power, $895.00.
antena and rotar. This house
NEARING COMPLETION-We like, 327, automatic, low mileSatisfaction Guaranteed
brick
vacant. Possession with the deed
m
bedroo
3
two
have
tops, excellent condi1962 FORD Contrary Squire
1963 International Scout. 4priced at $22,500.
shady subdivi "two
have
inpassenglle, air and homes, in •trice
'on.-Ifsstucky tags. Phone 75)- --- wheel
ocfor
ON"NORTH 16th Street we
ready
be
will
thst
sion,
11-3114
nity,
power, Low mileage.
78 or 753-9135.
• Was $79&O0'New SOL*
a wonderful income opportu
Low, low down
One, owner. Red and olniarra *rile.
om brick house and
-bedro
ng
2
a
financi
Door
6114%
2
ear
Phone 75$1617
t
966 FALCON Future. Four
paymen
•••••••R
On ,1964 PORMEiteasie
twe--ftiroisited apartments.
of the balance.
ic, air, radio, low
nice
,
automat
al
.
Rest Main
Hardtop
for
renting
lot 100'x 200', now
1965 CHEVROLET station TO BUY...see us! TO SELL leage. Excellent condition.
$645.00
Only
, KY- H-1TC
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The Courier-Journal and The
Cavett, angered by numerous Louisville Times are accepting
shouted interruptions, ex- entries in the 1970 Tom Wallace
changed heated words with Farm Forestry Awards contest.
female hecklers in the audience The annual competition sponduring a discussion of the sored by the two newspapers Is
Women's Liberation Movement named in honor of the late edion his ABC-TV show Tuesday tor-emeritus of The Louisville
night,
Times, who gained national reCavett drew rousing applause cognition as a conservationist.
when, about halfway through Kentucky and Southern Inthe show, be finally lost ane farmers and woodlands
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good, intelligent— and at times,
t will be awardeil for good
racy— discussion between play- orestry practices.
boy's Hugh Hefner and two The four top winners an d
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movement, Diane Crothers and all-expense-paid trips to LouisHolly Tannen.
ville for the annual Farm AThe climax came when what wards Luncheon in February,
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point, Cavett said that anyone and The Louisville Times, Louiswho yelled from then on would ville,. Ky. 40202.
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be tossed out of the theater,
and he instructed the pages and the 1970 Tom Wallace contest I
other authorities to do their is August 17, 1970.
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LGEE UNIT
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a 330,000-kilowatt, steam-turmoney off the exploitation of
bine unit costing an estimated
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$41.3 million to its Mill Creek
women, they were on hand to
electric-generating plant.
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-"male chauvinist pig." Yet the
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tive television. Awk, that's
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something.
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